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CHAIRMAN,
ADMINISTRATIVE REFORMS COMMI~ION,
GOVERNMENT OF INDIA,
SARDAR PATEL BHAVAN,
NEW DELHI, .
July 20, 1968.
My dear Prime Minister,
I am presenting herewith the report of the Administrative Reforms
Cvlnmission on Economic Administration. The area of Economic
Administration is so vast and varied that the Commission appointed
one Study Team and two Working Groups to inquire into the numerous problems. 'rhe Study Team on "Economic Administration" was
headed by Shri C. H. Bhabha, a former Central Cabinet Minist~· for
Commerce and Industry. The Working Grou,p on "Developmental
Control, and Regulatory Organisations" had as its Chairman
Shri Manubbai Shah, another former Central Cabinet Minister. The
second Working Group on "Company Law Administration" was presided over by Shri D. L. Mazumdar, formerly Secretary to the Department of Company Law Administration. The Members of the Study
Team and the two Working Groups were men of great knowledge and
experience in the field. Their reports contain penetrating analyses
and useful suggestions.
These three reports (copies enclosed) and
discussions with other persons of experience and wisdom have ena bled the Commission to fonnulate their recommendations. The Chairman and Members of the Study Team and the two Working Groups
deserve high a>:preciation for the patriotic work they have so painstakingly done.
::. We have recommended that the subjects of Commerce aud
Indu&try should be combined under a single Ministry of Commerce
and Industry. It should be responsible for policies and stretegies
for the integrated development of Industry and Commerce in the
country.

We have ..also made

proposals to make

the Directorate.-

General of Technical Development more useful and efficient. It has to
function as a .common -technical service agency to al1 the concerned.
We have suggested as well the constitution Of Textile and Coal
Development Boards to promote balanced and speedy growth of these
industries.
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3. Recognising the "eed for the maximum utilisation of the
industrial potential already created in the country, we have favoured
Iiberallsation of industrial licensing and control of capital issues. We
have proposed the setting up of a Board of Referees to advise the
Government in the disposal of applications for the review of appellate orders passed by import control authorities. Measures for export
promotion and better management of foreign exchange have also
been indicated. Our studies have revealed that "P" Form, without
fulfilling its objective, is proving an unnecessary irritant. We have,
therefore, recommended its abolition.
4. We have recommended the setting up of a high-powered
Commission on 'Prices, Cost and Tariff' to assist the Government in
evolving rational price policies and in creating a climate of costconsciousness. This Commission has also to take over the functions
of the existing. Tariff Commission which , Of late. has lost much Of its
original purpose and usefulness.
5. We have made recommendations to make foreign collaboration sel"e the Indian interest more effectively. Foreign collaboration
has helped the Indian economy, but has resulted in considerahle
drainage of our wealth, aggravating imbalance in our foreign exchange position. The available figures for the private sector for the
seven years from 1956 to 1962 show that as against an inflow Of funds
at an annual rate of Rs. 4.6 crores, the repatriation outflow on the
average was of the order of Rs. 11.6 crores. Thus, our country was
drained of funds at an average of Rs. 7 crores a year.
6. We have considered in our report the working of Company
Law Administration and made several suggestions to make it more
prompt and effective.
7. The late Shri H. C. Mathur was in charge of the work in the
Commission relating to EconOmic Administration. He took great
pains to examine thoroughly the various problems covered in this
report. His hard work, long experience and objective approach to
problems were of immense help to the Commission. He worked in
the true spirit of service to the very last day of his life. In his demise,
the Commission has suffered an irreparable loss. The Commission
places on record its gratitude to him.
Yours Sincerely,
Shrimati Indira Gandhi,
Prime Minister of India,
New Delhi-I.

(Sd.) K . Hanumanthalya.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTORY

The achievement of political freedom in 1947 and the emergence
of free India as a sovereign democratic republic in 1950 made the
task of economic development more important than ever, in fact,
urgent and inexorable. The Directive Principles of State Policy
enshrined in the Constitution require of the State that it should
promote the welfare of the people and raise their standards of
living. These great national objectives cannot be realised without
a strong economic base which can be built only through a wellplanned national effort of rapid economic development. Planning
in this context, includes not only the formulation and implementation of programmes for material production but also the stepslegislative, ethical and other-to be taken for creating the conditions
in which economic ilctivity can be channelled in desired directions at
the required pace.
2. The State, in India, as the final authority for the approval
of the Plan and the main executive agency for implementing it. has
therefore, a vital role to play in the economic sphere. This role has
3 positive as well as a negative aspect. Positively, it either takes
part directly in production activity in the public sector or seeks
to promote development in the private sector. Negatively. it seeks
to regulate economic activities in such a manner that they do
achieve the desired objectives. We have dealt exhaustively with
the administration of public sector undertakings in our report
thereon. In this report, we address ourselves to the problems of
economic administration considered mainly as a tool for the development and regulation of industry in the private sector though, of
course, some of our recommendations will have an effect on the
public sector as well .
3. Taking first the developmental activity of Government,
while the responsibility for the execution of a particular programme
should rest with the head of the organisation entrusted with it, it
is necessary that the implementation of the Plan in all its aspects
should be watched from a central point in the administration. This
will help in b ringing to light shortcomings In implementation and
it will then be easier to apply, in time, corrective measures with a
view to remedying defects. An adequate system of feed-back and
flash-back will be necessary in order that the above "watch-dog"
operation may be performed effectively and purposefufly.

•
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4. The fields of industry and commerce are of such a nature
that the activities in one have a tangible effect on those in the other.
It is. therefore, necessary to provide within t'he Government
machinery a set-up which will ensure an effective co-ordination of
policy making for those two areas. In formulating policy and
"nsurin.l/ its translation into concrete measures through the cooperation of those concerned, assistance will be needed of an efficient
technical advisory organisation.
5. Measures for regulating economic activities are inescapable
in a planned economy where the free market cannot be depended
upon to bring about the canalisation of resources in socially beneficent directions or always subserve larger public interests.
Controls are, therefore, unavoidable. However, controls have to be
devised to serve a particular purpose and do not have to be imposed
for their own sake. Too much of control-either through the
regulation of a controlled activity down to its minutest detail or
through the extension of control to too many activities and thingsis apt to create fresh problems without satisfactorily solving those
for which it is intended. Controls tend to put a strain on the administrative machinery , add to its cost, make for procedural delays
ant! often open out possibilities for favouritism and corruption.
Mankind loves freedom and immunity from interferen~e and will put
up with encroachment only under painful necessity when convinced
of its need. Too much of it would thus promote resistance, put a
premium on evasion and minimise, if not negative, chances of
success. It should also be noted that while strict cliscipline is
essential to the growth of a strong democracy, a rigorous regimentation will be detrimental, even fatal. A multiplicity of controls is
also likely' to impede investment and production and thus ultimately
defeat its very objective. The number of direct controls should,
thcrefore, be restricted to the minimum required and confined mainly to strategic areas and "growth points".
6. Whether it be the field of development or of regulation it is
essential that the . poliCies of Government-both long-term as- well
as shart-term-aTe declared in clear and precise terms. Lack of
concreteness and clarity in the terms spelling out Government's
poliCies create uncertainty in people's minds and lead to delay in
dete,rmining what would be feasible in a given situation. Along
with a clear enunciation of policy re:fating to development and regulation, Government should also provide guidelines for achieving
the objectives of the developmental and regulatory measures. Wide
publicity should be given to Government's statement of policy and the
guidelines framed .
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7. The steep rise in the price level in the last few years is a
matter of grave concern, because apart from the adverse impact on
the consumer, a continuous upward price movement throws into
disarray programmes of planned development. The trend towards
r ising costs has to be arrested and reversed. This problem cannot
be attacked piecemeal by individual Ministries.
Administrative
arrangements have to be made for facilitating an integrated approach
to .evolve a proper structur e of inter-related prices, and to k eep it
under constant watch and within the means of the average consumer.
8. We have kept the above basic considerations in mind while
examining the set-up concerned witb development of the industrial
sector; the study of prices and costs; import control; export promot!on; the regulation of the terms of foreign collaborat ion ; managemen t of foreign exchange and control of capital issues. In addition
to the above matters, we have examined the set-up for the administration of Company Law, becaUSe companies play a significant
part in the country's industrial development and the measures taken
to ensure their healthy functioning are a matter of considerable
concern to Economic Administration.
9. In our examination of the problems rel ating to Economic
Admin istration, we have derived considerable benefit from the
r eports of the Study Team on Economic Administr ation (Chairman :
Shr i C. H. Bhabha)*, the Working Group on Developmental, Control
and Regulatory O rganisations (Chairman : Shl'i Manubhai Shah It
Hnd the Working Group on Company Law Administration (Chairman : Shri D. L. Mazumdar)t . We take this opportunity to express
our thanks to the Chairmen, Members and Secretaries of the S tudy
Team and the Working Groups. Sbr; P'akhr uddin Ali Ahmed,
Minister of Industrial Development and Company Affair s, Shri Asoka
Mehta, Minister of Petroleum and Chemicals and Shri K. C. Pant,
Minister of Revenue and Expenditure, have helped the Commission by giving their views in discussions with Shri H. C. Mathur,
who, unfortunately, has been snatched away by Death in the midst
of his labours. He had also discussions with Dr. D. R. Gadgil, Deputy
Chairman of the Planning Commission, Shri R. Venkataraman,
Member of the Planning Commission and senior officers of some of
the economic Ministries. We are grateful to all of them for having
helped liS in this manner. As a Member of the Commission,
Shri Mathur was in charge of the work relating to Economic
Administration. His vast experience, hard work, and zeal for
r eforms were of immense help to the Commission.

"This Study Team will be referral to in the repan as "Study Team".
tThis Working Group will be referred [a as "Working Group (D)".
tThis Working Group will be referred to as "Working Group (C)".
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10. Our approach in this report has been to concentrate on
administrative strategy within the · broad frame provided by the
substantive economic policies enunciated by Government from time
to time and accepted by Parliament; the acceptance Of the concept
of a mixed economy and the needs of planned economic development.
In other words, we have not gone into questions of policy except
to a limited extent when We had to deal with situations in which a
review of policy was necessitated by considerations of administrative
strategy. Some of the policy issues which are important in them,;elves but On which. we have refrained from making comments are
referred to in the report by way of information Or drawing the
attention of Government to them.
11. We have decided to keep "F inancing Institutions" and
"Monetary Policy and the Reserve Bank of India" dealt with by the
Study Team outside the purview of this report. Some further
studies are being made On these two subjects and we intend to
submit a supplementary report thereon at a later stage .

.,

,. ..

CHAPTER II
STRATEGY FOR ECONOMIC DEVEWPMENT
Role of the Prime Minister

12. E~nomic development involves mobilisation of national resources, human no less than material, and their direction into productive channels in accordance with a scheme of priorities. Planning has
been by now commonly accepted as the main instrument for achieving economic progress. Consequently our strategy for economic
development has to
be
centred
on the Five-Year and
Annual Plans. A careful and realistic formulation of each Plan and,
what is more. its effective implementation are vital to national development. It was a realisation of this essential requirement of
economic development and an appraisement of the most suitable
location of executive action in implementation of the Plans that led
us to observe in our Interim Report on the Machinery for
Planning" ... While the formulation of the Plan and the evaluation of
Plan perfonnance will be the responsibility of the Planning Commission, the actual implementation of the Plan is the responsibility
It
is for them
of the various executive authorities.
to take the necessary executive deCisions from time to time .... ..... ..
We had further commen ted
in Our final report
on the
machinery for Planning that Planning had suffered a good deal from
the lack of attention to the details and phasing of the Plan schemes
and proj ects : "It is, therefore, necessary that the Central
Mmistries and departments of the State <k>vernments should work
out in fullel' detail the administrative and operational implications
of each programme and scheme and ensure their proper phasing.
The existing arrangement within the Government departments in
regard to programme planning and management would have to be
conSiderably improved". We also suggested that each Ministry at
the Centre concerned with developmental programmes should have
a separate Planning Cell. The Planning Cell should scrutinise and
coordinate the detailed projects and ·schemes of the executive agencies under the Ministry and ensure that the requirements of inputs and administratiVe implications of each project and scheme have
been fully worked out and the various projects properly phased.

.,

13. Thus, after the Plan has been formulated the overall responsibility for its execution rests with the Ministries concerned which have \
1
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a full control over the operations relating to their part of the Plan.
There is, however, no central point from which it can be ensured that
all sectors of the economy move forward in unison according to the
Plan, and action is taken to apply corrective measures wh er e
dev iaiion s from the Plan are noted, indicating suitable alterations in
the P lan in the event of persistent deviations. The absence of such
a focal point has resulted in a tendency to let things drift in an unco-ordinaied manner, a tenden~y w hich is fatal to planning.
We
have given considerable thought to this problem and have come to
the conclusion that this basic defiCiency must be remedied.
14. The decisions reached as a res ult of t he scrutiny exercised
from a central point will have to be implemen ted in a co-or dinated
manner by a number of Ministries concerned ,vith economic development. They should have t he imprimatur of one who, w hile
standing high in the hierarchy is not immediately concerned with
the r unning of such a Ministry. The choice naturally fall s on the
P rime Minister.

15. The Prime Minister is now the Chairman of the Planning
Commission, which is responsible for the formul atidn and the evaluation of ~'ive-Year Plans. The responsibility for the implementation
of ' the Plans is with the Cabinet of w hich the P rime Minister is
the head. These positions and responsibilities mak e the P rime
!'.1inister
the proper authority t o look to the direction of the
economic progress of the country in a balanced manner. No other
Minister would be able to discharge t his responsibility with the same
authority and prestige as the P rime Minister. We. therefore. feel that
the Prime Minister should assume and exercise this authority. However it would not be fair to impose on t he Prime Minister who has to
attend to numerous urgent and pressing problems besides those of economic development, the additional burden of carrying out routine
watch tower operations relating to the economy and the administration . The Prime Minister should, therefore, be assisted by the Finance Minister who will keep her informed of events and developments
within his jurisiliction. Other Ministers concerned will hllve to do likewise. The Planning Commission which is in charge of evaluation of
Plan performance will furnish its assessment of progress. On t he
basis of the material so obtained the Prime Minister will have to
take decisions and communicate them in the form of directives to all
concerned .
RecommendatioD 1

We, therefore, recommend that the Prime MiDbter !!IIouid
keep herself informed about the overall progress in the
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implementation of the PIan with a view to ensuring that all
the sedors of the economy move forward in unison with the
Plan and to issue necessary directives.
Framing of operational equivalents to the Plan Proposals.
16. In formulating t he Annual Plan within the framework of
t he Five-Year Plan, notice is taken of the priorities to be attached
to var ious schemes or groups of schemes. The Annual Plan programmes and t he corresponding allocation of funds reflect the
priorities. It is essential that priorities once established are faithf ully adhered to if the Plan is to be implemented successfully. The
oilly conditio n under which a change would oe justified would be if
the assumptions On which a par ticulal' priority was based have failed
to materialise or there has been a change in the situation of such
significance or dimension as to necessitate a modification. In all
other cir cumstances the priorities once agreed to must be followed
to their logical conclusion. For example, if, as at present increase
of agricultural production has the topmost national priority, it must
be clearly understood that we may have to concentrate OUr efforts
more on the intensive development of areas with assured watersupply. This may ostensibly go counter to the policy of a balanced
r egional development. If balanced r egional development has a low
priority compared to the increased agricultural production,
the
for mer has to be sacrificed and there should be no room for doubt in
t his respect. This, however, does not give a blanket authority to
the executive to do anything it wishes under the garb of furthering
the cause of high priority items. It only implies a more concerted
and systematic approach to the entire problem of economic development. With regard to the example under discussion in any
m eaningful scheme of action, the development of less favourable
areas has to be next on the agenda. The administrative apparatus
m ust begin making advance preparations for starting the next phase
of the programme in these areas. The foundation for this prog ramme has t o be laid straightaway by laying down specific targets
to scientific institutions for extensive r esearch in the problems and
potentialities of these areas. Similarly, if export promotion has a
high national priority at the moment, its necessary logic should
compel some industrial goods Or even the agricultural commodities
to be exported at the cost of the home market. There is no reason
why the coun try should not tighten its belt if the high priority of
export earnings makes it a painful necessity. Such austerity should,
of course, he shared equitably by all sections of the community. We
co uld also have a more. stringent control of conspicuous consumption
of imported luxury goods which are finding their way through normal
as well as surreptitious route into our markets.
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. 17. ' In order that ail cOricerned, inc1uding the private sector,
should have a clear idea of what is expected of them by way of im·
plementing t he Plan witll due r egard to priorities, Government
should l rame operation al equivalents of the Plan proposals. The
steps to be taken by t he various developmental Ministries as well
as the Ministry of FinanCe should be clearly described in a paper
which should be widely circulated. This paper will in effect contain
guidelines for development in h igh priority areas and can be
ta~en as a policy.cum-operat;onal statement for the short-term.
Reconunendation 2
We, therefor e, recommend that as soon as the Plan is formulated and approved, each Ministry or Department . ~onc~~~
should frame operational equivalents of the Plan proposals.
On this basis a general paper covering the entire field .of
Central and State Developmental activities should be prepared
The paper should contain
a nd circulated to all concerned.
guidelines for development in high priority areas and should be
in the form. of a policy-emu-operational statement for t he
short-term.
Maximmu use of industrial potential
18. Structurally, t here are two broad sectors of the economy
t he industrial sector, and t he agricultural sector. The importance of
agricultural sector needs no elaboration as we can ignore agriculture only at Our peril. A sustained growth in this sector is n ecessaJ'y for supporting industrial development by providing
: (i)
raw m aterials; (ii) surpluses for expor ts; and (iii) increased purchasing power of the r u ral masses which m ean s expansion of the market
for industrial products. We are witnessing a technological breakthrough in agriculture through t he introduction of modern technology and better implements and inputs and notwithstandi ng certHin handicaps and limitations, there is no reason why that breakthrough should not be fully exploited t hrough all the means at
our disposal.
. 19. As we will be dealing with t he strategy covering the field
of Agricultural Administration in a separate report. "we confin e
o~rselves here to the problem s of industrial sector .
. • 20.. An important basic factor wh ich needs special consideration at the present stage of our national economy is that over th e
l~~t_ <lecad~ . and a half we have built a broad enou gh base of heavy
industry to suppor t fu rther .industrialisa~ion . The a;;sembly line
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of our Heavy Engineering Corporation can manufacture a onemillion-ton steel plant in a year. In the metallurgical field, the
capacity. huild-up of the national industrial base is adequate to
sustain expansion in steel output of roughly two million ingots per
annum. In heavy electricals, we have capacity of over four million
Our machine tool industry is now well established. Our
K W.
industrial production to-day is substantially diversified and is capable of fast growth. The advance of the diversified industry during
the last decade has produced techoical know-how of a high quality
in several fields. Even so We cannot he complacent about the
futur e or sit back with smug satisfaction over our achievement. In
f~~t there are substantial gaps in our know-how and
technology,
anj in such a vast country with an increasing population there is
need for more and more addition to our capacity to operate in both
these fields. The process of acquisition and build-up of the essential
pre-requisites to the welfare of the country must be more compreaensive and must be accelerated.
21. However, there is an urgent need to find ways and means
for utilising the existing potential and Our strategy in the industrial
sector should be directed to this end as well.

--

22. Our growing industrial sector has ,to rely on foreign sources
for a number of raw materials, intermediates and spares and will
continue to do so for some considerable time. It would not be
possible to meet this need from OUr own foreign exchange earnings.
This means Our continued dependence on foreign assistance. But this
5hould not be held to justify the present psychological atmosphere
where solutions to most problems are sought extra-territorially. The
need of the hour is to start looking inwards, and see what is available within the country and while realising the painful need of
dependence on foreign. assistance, to make a planned and determined
effort to do away with the requirement of foreign assistance as expeditiously as possible. The target laid down by the Planning
Commission of reducing the net inflow of foreign assistance to half
in the next five years is rather modest. We would even suggest a
!:JOlder effort in this direction.
Recommendation 3
We recommend that the b road strategy for industrial growth
should aim at harnessing t he high potential already created
in the industrial sector and the technological know-how available and ending in th e shortest possible time the present state
or abject dependence on for eicn aid.
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Development of the Public Sector
23. Public scctor undertakings now account for a total investment of over three thousand crores of rupees. These undertakings
have served as a powerful instrument for achieving social and economic objectives. They have helped to overcome some serious gaps
in the economy either in the essential fields reserved for State enterprise or in the fields where private capital or enterprise cannot be
nttracted. The great potential to which we have referred above is
due conSiderably to the heavy and purposive investment which has
been made in the public sector. Without any risk of exaggeration.
it can be asserted that the success of our economic development effort
will cicPEnd substantially on the success of our public sector ~rojects.
24. While the expansion of the public sector for further econ omic growth is inevitable, the existing organisational structure and
the management of this sector are not commensurate with its requirements. We have gone into these matters in considerable detail
in our report on the Public Sector Undertaldngs and need not repeat
alJ that has been said therein. However, some of the recommendations made therein need to be re-emphasised as important elements
in the overall strategy for economic development.
25. A noticeable feature with regard to the public enterprises
is that even after two decades of their existence they are sought to
be controlled by one or other of the Ministries. It may well be that
in the past Government found it necessary to assume direct responsibility for the planning and execution of public sector projects. But
with the growth of the public enterprises and the increasing number
and variety of projects that have to be set up and managed, a
Ministry type of organization is not well-suited to look after the development of public undertakings in the various sectors of the
economy. As we have continued with this organisational pattern
the problems of the public sector undertakings havp had to be dealt
With On a piecemeal, ad hoc, basis. In their anxiety to achieve
results, the Ministries are tempted to, and often do, trespass into
arcas of day-to-day management for which they have neither the
time nor technical competence.
There is also a blurring Of responsibility between the Government and the public sector enterprises.
26. There has also bee_n a failure to store and analyse in a
proper manner the experience gained in the setting up of industrial
projects. This has been the main cause of our continued dependence
On foreign consultants and the tardy progress in developing indigenous
capacity for research. design and consultancy.
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27. Our main recommendation for the management of public
sector undertakings made in our report thereon, viz., the setting up
of Sector Corporations, was aimed at remedying the defects mentioned above. These Corporations would help to set right the present
diffusion of the industrial effort in the public sector and to take over
the responsibility for further development in their individual sectors.
While providing full operational autonomy to the managements at
the operating level, they would insulate them from direct interference
by the Government, thus ensuring to them a fair and real measure
of autonomy.
28. It appears that this central recommendation of ours has not
considered by Government in the proper perspective. It seems
to have been influenced by the conditions of the past and does not
appear to have taken into account the needs of the future which are
fast emerging. We had envisaged high-powered Sector Corporations, with a directing body comprising top persons in industrial
management and techonology who would be thoroughly conversant
with their particular sectors. It is only such Corporations that can
continuously focus attention on the crudal problems facing the industry, devise strategy for
balanced growth of the sectors
concerned, explore new markets and provide a dynamic leadership in the matter of planning, designing and technical know-how.
The Sector Corporations would be the repositories of highest technical
skil! ~nd would make an endeavour to develop, where wanting, the
necessary experts in various fields of technology and management.
be~n

Recommendation 4
We, therefore, reiterate our earlier recommendation that the
organisational structure of public sector enterprises should be
strengthened by creating technically competent and highpowered sectoral corporations.
Industrial Licensing for the Private Sector
29. The vast potential of the industrial sector and technical
know-how can be pressed into the service of fast economic growth
only if individual initiative at a large number of points in the
national economy is encouraged, supported and nurtured. In this
context, the importance of the private sector cannot be over-stressed.
Bnt initiative and entrepreneurial activity of this sector need broad
guidelines if their efforts are . not to be dissipated. The need for
such guidelines is all the more urgent when we have limited inputs at our. disposal. Whether it be in the public sector Or in the
private sector, the ultimate source of all resources is the gross
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national product and the basic objective of all administrative activity
must needs be to maximise its utilisation. The mechanism of
market forces, undirected by a conscious or deliberate e conomic
policy designed to influence the quantum, composition and direction
of investments, can hardly lead to such maximisation, when a
structural transformation of the economy is desired.
30. The regulation of the pattern of industrialisation in the
country is, at present, sought to be achieved under the Industries
( Development and Regulation) Act, 1951, and industrial licensing is
the main instrument employed for this purpose.
31. Licensing as a tool for carrying out industrial policy has
the following objectives
(a) Regulation of industrial development in accordanCe with
the planned priorities and canalisation of investment into
priority industries.
(b) Avoidance of monopoly.
(c) Prevention of locational concentration so as to encourage
dispersal of industries to under-developed regions.
(d) Prevention of undue competition between large
industries and small and cottage industries.
(e) Optimum utilisation of
sources.

the

scarce foreign exchange

scale
re-

32. The Study Team on Economic Administration has examined
in great detail whether this tool has led to the anticipated results.
They have come to the following conclusions:
"Licensing under the Act might have been effective in
serving the negative purpose of preventing the estahlishment of industrial capacity not provided for in the Plan
and of slowing down of the setting up of the capacity for
industries considered to he of lower priority but it has
hardly been effective in securing an adequate volume of
investment in priority industry. There has heen more emphasis on regulation and none On development. The time
lag between the grant of industrial licence and the actual
establishment of industry has been so much that any
precise matching of requirements as provided for in the
Plan and of the capacity licensed under the Act has not
been feasible. Moreover, industrial units with fixed

I
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assets of less than Rs. 25 lakhs have been exempted from
the licenSing provisions of the Act.
The establishment
of lower priority capacity in small and medium sectors
consequently cannot be controlled under the Act. The
licensing provisions under the Act can, therefore, serve
the purpose of regulating the development according to
the Plan priorities to a very imperfect degree."
. 33. Quoting the Monopolies Inquiry Commission the Study
1.'earn has expressed the view that the system of control in the shape
of industrial licensing has restricted the freedom of entry and
thereby helped concentration of economic power. We, however, do
not fully agree with this view.
Industrial licensing, in our view,
can only help regulate the direction of investment, secure the
industrial priorities and targets of production and bring round an
orderly growth of the industries within the frame-work of the overall policies as set out in the Industrial Policy Resolution. The
prevention of concentration of economic power and other socioeconomic objectives could be achieved more effectively through
economic and fiscal policies of the Government and not through
the licensing mechanism .
34. We agree with the Study Team that the objective of
regional dispersal could be more adequately served by providing
positive inducement and creating the industrial infra-structure in
the under-developed regions.
Economic considerations like th e
proximity to sources of raw materials, availability of cheap power,
etc., do determine _the location of industry. But given some
minimum conditions for establishing an industry in a region, it could
be made attractive by providing inputs like credit, raw materials,
etc., on a preferential basis. In the matter of protection to small
scale sector the utility of licensing procedures can only be of
limited value. This important objective has also to be positively
pursued through appropriate Government pOlicies.
35. Considering all these aspects, we believe, that industrial
licensing mechanism even though not a perfect instrument in the
strategy of industrial development had a purpose to fulfil when it
was initiated and it was useful to some extent in the subsequent
years.
The system of licensing itself has undergone quite a few
changes according to the needs of the changing economic situation.
We feel that we have now reached a stage of industrial development when the entire licensing strategy has to be refashioned.
36. We are in favour of a strategy of 'free areas' for industrial
activity so long as no claims are made for foreign exchange or
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support from public financial institutions. The basic objective
should be that industrial licensing should be confined only to those
field.. where foreign exchange and institutional finance are required
in a large measure. At present, the control-ridden atmosphere has
made the industrialist in the private sector a passive individual
dependent on public institutions for almost everything.
This
attitude of dependence on State assistance, though somewhat
t raditional in a country ruled for centuries by authoritarian regimes,
is inimical to progress and this ought to change in the interests of the
country's welfare and progress.
If an individual can raise
resources on his own in these free areas, as in fact happened during the earlier phase of our industrial development, no regulations
should be allowed to come in his way.
This will remove the
deadening effect on enterpreneurial a~tivity and bring about a
great spurt in indigenous manufacture and import substitution. It
will also be a very powerful stimulus for tapping the unused resources of credit and available technical know-how.
37. Licensing policy should be reformulated having in view
this new app:oach to industrial development in the private sector.
The whole of the industrial field could be divided into three categories. The first category will comprise industries of a very high
priority.
These could be carefully selected and should be small
in number.
These industries would require heavy capital investment and/or considerable foreign exchange.
They should be
subject to licensing. But the concept of licensing here has to depart from its traditional connotation. There should be a through
examination at the time of licensing, and the Licensing Committee
should before granting the licence, ensure that all the needed
internal and external inputs are ear-marked for the licenced enterprise.
The licensing thus should be the first and the last point
in the process of official scrutiny.
38. The second category would comprise thOse industries
which require foreign exchange and/or assistance in the matter of
other inputs but are not included in the first category. They
should be graded according to a schedule of priorities for the
purpose of foreign exchange and other inputs. There should be
no licensing for this category. However, if foreign exchange is
required the entrepreneur should take his tum before the Capital
Goods Licensing Committee which will allocate foreign exchange
according to the priority fixed. In case of credit requirements, the
allocation will depend on the priority accorded.
39. The third category will consist of those industries for
which no foreign exchange is required and which are not entitled
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to any priority consideration for purposes Of other inputs. This
sector should require no licensing. However, all inputs will have
to be provided by the entrepreneur himself.

40. We are glad to note that the Planning Commission in
t heir "Approach to the Fourth Plan" have suggested a liberalisation of industrial licensing policy on lines similar to what we are
now recommending.
The Planning Commission's proposals are,
we understand, under the consideration of Government.
Recommendation 5
We recommend that alI industries should be divided into three
categories:
(a) A high priority category comprising a small number of
industries which would involve a large capital investment
and/ or a considerable amount of foreign exchange. The
industries in this category should be licensed. The license
should be given only after the earmarking of inputs has
been completed.
(b) Industries which require foreign exchange and/or assistance in the matter of other inputs and are not included in
the category (a): They should be graded according to a
scheme of priorities. While t hey will not r~quire to be
licensed, allocation of foreign exchange and other inputs will
be in accordance with the schedule of priorities.
(c) AIl other industrie~ which do not require foreign exchange
and which are not entitled to any priority consideration in
the matter of allocation of other inputs: These industries
will not require to be licensed.

CHAPTER III
THE ROLE OF GOVERNMENT IN INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT
(i) A Single Ministry of Commerce and Industry

•

41. Notwithstanding the obvious primacy Of securing co-ordination between commercial and industrial policies and their almost dayto-day implementation Government's policy in regard to the combination of the subjects of Commerce and Industry into one Ministry has
had a chequered history in which experiments and considerations
other than administrative appear to have played more than their due
part. In the early stages of industrial development (1920-21) and
during most of the period of the First and Second Five-Year Plans a
single Ministry of Commerce and Industry was looking after all
aspects of these two subjects. New Ministries and organisations
then came into being as the pace Of industrialisation increased. At
the higher policy formulation level , there was sharing of responsibility
with the Planning Commission and the Department of Economic
Affairs. A separate Ministry of Heavy Industries was constituted in
September, 1956. However, soon thereafter, an integrated Commerce
and Industry Ministry was constituted in April, 1957. The subject
of Heavy Industries was again taken away from the combined
Ministry of Commerce and Industry in April, 1962 and the Ministry
itself was bifurcated in J uly, 1963. Certain chemical industries were
transferred to the Ministry Of Petroleum and Chemicals in November,
1963. Heavy industries returned to the Ministry Of Industry when
it was reconstituted as the Ministry of Industry and Supply in June,
1964. But the new Ministry Of Commerce took into its fold in June,
1964, a group of industries, namely, textiles, jute and plantations on
the ground that these industries were export-oriented, and for some
time to come the Ministry of Commerce WilS going to be pre-occupied
mainly with export promotion.
42. Although OUr agricultural sector and traditional industries
continue to account for our major exports, with the changing landscape of Our industrial development the modern industrial sector
should progressively contribute more towards our export earnings.
F or example, iron ore and steel are already looking up and we have
to put in more effort towards maximising export earnings from the
new industrial commodities. In fact, having regard to our need of
foreign exchange largely for industrialisation, the entire industrial
sector now has to be export-oriented. The placement of only some
industries under the Ministry Of Commerce because of their being
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export-oriented, therefore, loses its force and besides, gives the false
appearance that only those industries n eed export-orientation.

,

43. The question of export promotion apart, commerce has a
vital role to play in the whole process Of industrial growth itself.
Commercial policies impinge at various points on the production
process commencing from the stage of acquisition of raw-materials
land ending with the emergence of the finished pr oduct. There will
have to be well designed commercial policies to ensure that r awmaterials flow uninterruptedly into the industrial sector; t hat
intermediates, which are the end products of certain industr ies and
the raw materials for others, are made available on reasonable terms;
and that t he finished goods coming out of our assembly lines find
a m arket. Similarly, poliCies in the field Of in ternational trade
considerably influence industrial prod",tion and growth. Administrative regUlation and control Of expor ts and im ports are closely
linked w ith the question of development of ind igenous technical
know-how and other aspects of industrial development.
44. For promoting rapid industrial gl'Owth it is, therefore,
necessar y that all policies having a bearing on industrial development are suitably integrated and h armonised and that t her e are no
unnecessary curbs on its pace. This would mean that, on t he one
hand, t here are minimum control points in the economy, and on th e
other hand, wor king of all cont rol points is properly co-ordinated.
The amount of energy that is being spent in thc co-ordination of
different facets of development of industries, foreign collaboration,
processing of industrial licen Sing, scrutinising, and sponsoring import
licences involving numerous references and cross-references between
different organisations is enormous and from the national angle, a n
avoidable waste fo r a large part. There is a widespread feeling that
the entrepreneur has to run from pillar to post and th at decision
making at the higher levels is a long drawn out affair, as it involves
a number of authorities, wh o often do not think alike or are oblivious
to the implica tions of the m easures and policies emanating elsewhere.
45. R"I~ogni sing the necessity fOr a multi-point at ten tion in view
of t he complexity of industrial field, the Study Team h as proposed
that "the MiniSllr y of Industry which is in overall charge of industrial
development of the country sh ould have a more decisi ve role so that it

-:ouId offer an effective leadership and initiative in ma tter s of general
importance in the industrial field." Without inhibiting the initiative
and curtailing the autonomy of other Ministries. this Ministry should
act as a focal point in the overall aspects Of industrial development.
It should help evolve common poliCies on allocati on of resout'~es,
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capital goods licences, foreign collaboration, industrial planning, and
regional dispersal of industry, and provide guidelines on credit
policies, regulation of prices and questions concerning tariff protection, etc. The Study Team, however, did not go into the questions
Of combining together the subjer.ts of Commerce and Industry in a
single Ministry.
46. The Study Team on the "Machinery of Government of
India and its Procedures of Work" in its interim report went in some
detail into the problems of co-ordination in the industrial sector and
observed: "We are impressed by the advantages that could flow out
of bringing the agency handling commerce and the nodal departmen t
of Industrial Development as close together as possibJe ..... "-1he
bringing together of all nodal functions in the field Of Commerce
and Industry would place the resultant Ministry in a powerful position from which purposeful influences Icould go out to secure both
higher exports and co-ordinated industrial development." However,
that Team felt that this could be adopted only as the ideal to work
towards, over a period of time, because it has a logic which could be
expected to endure in the long run. According to the Team, the
first stage should be to allow the Department of Industrial Development to establish itself as a nodal point of authority in the field of
industrial co-ordination and policy making.
Combining the two
functions of Commerce and Industry may affect adversely this
process. The attention of the Minister may be diverted from export
promotion if he has also to worry about the complex problems of
industrial development. Therefore, the Team was of the view that
for the time being Commerce and Industry should be dealt with in
separate Ministries.
47. There is some force in the latter argument put forward by
the Team. We, however, feel that the logic of the basic approach
suggested by it is too strong to be ignored. The devl'lopment of
commerce and the growth Of industry are so intimately connected
that their segregation into two differl'nt Ministries, supolemented
even with the best possible arrangements for co-ordination, would
make it difficult to formulate integrated industrial and commercial
policies. What is, therefore, required is a combined Ministry of Commerce and Industry. This combined Ministry should be responsible
for policy formulation, overseeing generally how it is executed and
the overall direction of development of industry and promotion of
trade. It should not have a direct responsibility for the running of
any public sector industrial undertakings. The administrative control
over such undertakings which now rest with the Department of Industrial Development should be transferred to other appropriate
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Ministries. Recommendations in this regard will be made in our report on the Machinery of Government of India and its Procedures of
Work.
Reconunendation 6
We, therefore, recommend that the subjeets of Commerce and
Industry should be combined into a single Ministry of Commerce and .Industry. This Ministry should be responsible for
formulating broad policies and strategy for industrial and
commercial development in the public as well as the private
sectors. It should, however, not be in administrative control of
of any public sector industrial undertakings.
(ii) Technical Advisory Agency

(a) The Directorate General of Technical Development
48. If the Ministry of Commerce and Industry is to play its key
role in an affective manner, it should be supported by a high level,
competent technical advisory agency . . The Directorate General of
Technical Development (DGTD) to-day functions as a central technical advisory agency for industries though some industries like iron
and steel, textiles, tea, sugar, vanaspat! have remained outside its fold.
The Working Group (D) studied in detail the organisation and functions of this agency as well as four regulatory organisations, viz.,
those af the Coal Controller, the Iron and Steel Controller, the Textile
Commissioner and the Jute C ommiSSioner, andi has !Dade proposals
for reorganising them.
49. The Group has gone into the question whether the technical
advice to the various Ministries dealing with industries should emanate from a central agency, or whether each Ministry entrusted with
the development of a specific sector of industry should have its own
technical advisers. It has also gone into the suggestion whether the
developmental and regulatory functions of the DGTD need to be
separated. It has come to the conclusion that the time is not yet
ripe for bifurcating the regulatory and developmental functions of
this organisation and that the technological problems of industry
are too closely inter-linked to admit of handling in water-tight compartments. The Group does not favour the establishment of technical
cells in sectoral Ministries.

50. We find it difficult to accept in toto the suggestion of the
Group. Even if there were a central agency, there should be need for
some arrangements for technical assistance for deeling with the dayto-day technical problems arising in the various Ministries which
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have to deal with sizeable areas of industrial development of one or
more major industries. The Ministries cannot obviously be required to
approilch the central agency for every matter simply because it has
some technical content. A Ministry dealing with subjects throwing
up technical problems should be in a position to understand intelligently those problems, Pllt questions thereon and resolve difficulties.
For this purpose, officers at policy formulation levels should be drawn
from the appropriate "field". We have recommended in our report
on Public Sector Undertakings the creation of small technical cells
for performing some specific functions in the Ministries dealing with
public enterprises, e.g., scrutiny and evaluation of feilsibility reports,
detailed project reports, etc. Where a Ministry deals with public
sector enterprises as well as with the development in private sector,
it can make use of such technical cells for both the areas of enterprise. It may also be necessilry in some c;lses to have such technical
cells for looking after the work connected' with the development only
in the private sector. These cells, of course, will be required only in
Ministries with certain functions of a very highly specialised nature
calling for continuous advice and attention from experts.
51. As regards the issue of bringing under DGTD's advisory
jurisdiction certain industries which are now outside it, we agree
that technical matters relating to sugar and vanaspati may be dealt
with by the DGTD. For coal, textiles and iron and steel, we suggest
special arrangements later in this chapter.
52. The work of the DGTD should be divided among a number
of directorates, each directorate being responsible for advisory service
to a group of related industries. Above the level of Directors, there
shoul<;l be three or four Deputy Directors-General, each of them having under him a few Directors dealing with broadly related subjects.
The Working Group (D) has suggested that the DGTD should be
redesignated as Director-General of Industrial Development. We do
not agree with this su.ggestion because the latter designation has a
much wider connotation than the role we envisage for it. Industrial
Development involves not only technical processes, but also economic
and commercial operations. The latter are not intended to be handled
by the DGTD.
RceolUmendation 7
We, therefore, recOlnmend that:

(1) The work of DGTD should be divided among a number of
Directorates, eaeb Directorate being responsible for advisory
serviee to a group of related industries. Above the level
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of Directors, there should be three or four Deputy
Directors-General, each of them having under him a few
Directors dealing with broadly related subjects.
(2) In Ministries which have to deal with sizeable areas of
industrial development or one or more major industries,
there should be a complement of technical officers at
senior levels drawn from the field, i.e., from the public
sector enterpriSes and other organisations throwing up
technical talent.
(3) The advisory service provided by the DGTD should also
extend to sugar and vanaspati.

•

(b) Persounel of DGTD.
53. The numerous tasks performed by technical officers fall into
two categories. Their most important function consists of formu_
lating development plans, laying down priorities for industrial production and assisting in the fOlmulation of Government policies
on basic issues, such as, capital goods, foreign collaboration, interindustrial relationshlps, regional dispersal, etc. Thls type of indushial planning requires technical personnel having a wide and extensive experience in the industrial field . On the other hand, the
org;misation of the DGTD has also to undex;take considerable amount
of work in the implementation oil Government policies. It deals with
a variety of applications from the industrial units. It also processes
numerous returns relating to production. Collection and meaning
ful processing of this data does need techni~al officers. Even though
this work is essentially of a repetitive and routine nature, it has
got to be performed. We must have technical personnel for doing it.
54. For performing the first category of tasks enumerated above,
namely, the formulation of the development plans and the devising of
strategies for achieving them, the Working Group (D) has proposed
the constitution of a cadre of highly competent technologi sts styled as
"Industrial Development Service." The Group, however, has
been careful to distinguish the concept of the proposed service from
its traditional connotation. According to it, the Service "would be
more in' the nature of a pool." The Group has also taken into account
the observations made by the Study Team on Personnel Administralion on the subject. It has generally agreed with the latter's views
and stated that "the traditional concept of the service is quite inappropriate in the context of a technical advice agency." The Group
has, therefore, suggested that every vacancy in higher grades should
be advertised and the officers already in service should compete with
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outsiders. We agree with this suggestion. The Group has further
suggested that for one-third to one-half of these vacancies, the personnel already working in Industrial Service could be given a preference, other things being equal. We "re not in favour of reservation
of any percentage of vacancies for those who are already working in
the Directorate-General of Technical Development. They should be
free to compete with others and other things being equal, the previous
experience in the Directorate naturally will be regarded as an additional qualification.
55. There should be a constant intercharge at all levels betwpe!l
the Directorate and the 'field' comprising public or private sector
e!lterprises. For this purpose, it may be necessary to provide for appointment to the higher posts being made on a 'contract' basis for
fixed periods. There will, however, be some officers who will stay
with the Government for longer periods. It is essential to see that
none of them is kept desk-bound for t oo long and that there is a
conscious effort to maintain their technical competence at a high
enough level and avoid the dangers of obsolescence. For this purpose, there should be a provision for periodical deputation to field
organisations of officers who are in permanent employment of Government or who work under Government for a considerably Ion g
period.
56. In view of the fact that competent technicians are not easy
to obtain and that the Gover nment has to compete with the private
sector for recruiting top class technicians, the Working Group (D)
has recommended that the salary offered by the Government to the
officers of the DGTD should be higher than the present day scal~s.
Though we appreciate the point made by the Group, we would not
like to suggest any special scalcs of pay. These will have to be fixed
by the Government, keeping in view the overall personnel policy and
the national incomes and salary structures.
Recommendation: 8
We, therefore, recommend that:
(1) The higher technical posts in the organisation of the DGTD
should appropriately be graded with suitable emoluments
for each grade.
(2) Provision should be made for the appointment to higher
technical posts "on contract" for specified periods.
(3) Officers who work under Government for a long period
should periodically be deputed to field organisations SO that
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their outlook may be realistic and their knowledge up-todate.
( c) Modernisation
57. Though industry in India has made big strides during the
last 20 years, some of the well-established industries are in an unsatisfactory condition owing to lack of timely replacement of eqUipment and disregard for modernisation. As observed by the Working
Group (D): "Modernisation could vastly improve the profit-bearing
capacity of these industrial units in the long run, but due to lack of
proper realisation of its importance some shortsighted managements
preferred to fritter away the accumulated reserves or chose to invest
them in industries promising qUicker returns. This has saddled the
country with comparatively inefficient industries and has led to a
high cost economy. This tendency has also resulted in investment
flowing to those industries which were socially adjudged as of lower
priority but yielded higher profits to the individual entrepreneurs.
The concept of modernisation has now to be built into the industrial
development strategy of this country."
58. It is imperative that the DGTD should devote itself to the
requirements of modernisation and rehabilitation of industry. For
this, it will have to undertake continuous studies and keep a close
watch on the several aspects of maintenance, modernisation and
rehabilitation in consultation with the Development councils so that
phased programmes of rehabilitation of different sectors of industry
may be evolved. When Industrial units reach a stage beyond which
rehaLilitation of out-moded machinery would be a sheer waste of
resou.ces, the DGTD in consultation with the Development Councils,
could recommend scrapping of uneconomic and obsolescent units.
We, however, do not favour the Group's proposal for creating a
special cell in the DGTD for promoting modernisation. The problems
of development and modernisation cannot be compartmentalised.
The structure of the DGTD which we have suggested should be adequate enough to provide a sound base for this activity. The officers
in charge of Directorates, DDGs and DG should have the problem
of modernisation under constant study. It should form an important
part of their normal functions.
Recommendation: 9
We, therefore, recommend that the Director-General, Technical
Development, should be specifically charged with the
responsibility for promoting modernisation.
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(d) Relationship of DGTD with other Ministries
59. The effectiveness of technical advice on the decision-making prucess of the Government will depend on the right relationship
between this advisory agency and the various Ministries of the Government dealing with industries. A clear and precise definition of
this lelationship is necessary in order to remove misgivings in those
administrative Ministries which are entrusted with specific industries
but have to seek technical guidance from a centralised ol'ganisation
located ill the Ministry of Commerce and Industry. The placement
of the DGTD in the Ministry of Commerce and Industry does not at
all imply that the Secretaries of other Ministries have necessarily to
obtain the technical advice from the relevant Directorate through the
Secretary of the Ministry of Commerce and Industry. They can seek
this pdvice direct as if the concerned Directorates were located within their Ministries. The DGTD will function as a staff agency to the
entirE' Government, notwithstanding its placement in the Ministry of
Commerce and Industry.
Recommendation: 10
We reconmlend that the DGTD, though placed in the Ministry
of Commerce and Industry should be viewed as a common
service agency to the entire Government of India.
Ministries dealing with individual or sectoral industries or
public sector undertakings should be able to draw upon
this service directly.
(iii) Development Boards

(a) General
60. The Working Group (D) has considered what the propp.r
set-up should be for development-cum-regulatory bodies dealing
with large industries and has made concrete proposals in respect (If
coal, iron and steel, and textile industries.
Cl. Organisations like those of the Coal ControUer and the Iron
and Steel Controller came into existence in the context of war time
shortages when apportionment of these critical commodities became
necessary. However, they have over the years acquired a number
of promotional and developmental functions, which today overshadow
their p.arlier regulatory role. Indian industry has now entered upon
a new phase of greater machanisation and the application of advance:!
technology. In this context, tbe nature of tbe service needed from
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the Government has materiaJly changed and the organisation which
deals "lith the development and regulation of large industries will
have to combine within itself the technical competence of the DGTD
and the requisite administrative acumen for implementing from time
to time the complex Government regulations. The most significant
change suggested by the Group with regard to the set up at the
highest administrative level is the creation of multi-member Development Boards, manned by high~ competent technical personnel and
assisted by economists and management experts. The function, of
these Boards will be:
(a) planning of production and setting up of production targets;
(b) furnishing the necessary technical advice to the Govern·
ment;
(c) providing technical consultancy service to public sector
undertakings, autonomous and statutory organisations like
the Tariff Commission and the IFC and also the industrial
units in the private sector;
(d) ensuring the provision of necessary scarce inputs to the
industry, e.g., supply of raw materials, allocation of foreign
exchange; and
(e) collection,
statistics.

maintenance and

publication

of industrial

We agrce that for certain industries which have assumed large
dimensions and require special care in the matter of developmcnt
and regulation, the constitution of Development Boards of the type
,"uggested· by the Group will be a desirable step. We also agree that
the nelV arrangements should dovetail the executive agencies with
policy formUlation process, cutting out the lower levels of Secretariat processing altogether. The Chairmen of these Boards should
have ndequate administrative and financial powers and should be
able ~o deal directly both with the Secretary and the Minister concerned. Strategic or long-term policy making should remain with
the Secretariat.

But tactical or operational policy-making and the

ov!!rall responsibility for execution should rest with the Boards.
62. When a Development Board is established for an industry
or group of industries, the DGTD would have but limited functions
to discharge with regard to those industries. There will. therefore,
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bc no need of a full-fledged Directorate in the DGTD for dealing with
them. It would be sufficient if there is a skelton specialist gtaff who
could be consulted when questions of overall industrial policy nre
considered.
63. The nature and composition of the proposed Development
Boards must be necessarily determined by the t ype of functions they
will be expected to perform. Primarily, these Boards must satisfy
two requirements: (a) they should have within themselves the
technical competence of a high or der so that they can perform saLisfacto!'Hy the functions with which the DGTD is entrusted in respect
of other industries; and (b) they should be compact and well integrated bodies which can perform the necessary executive functions
and implement the Government policy efficiently. For some time t o
come these organisations will aMO have io handle a certain amount
of non-iechnical work like the enforcement of price control, distribution control, arrangement for imports, etc. Persons drawn from general
administration with a flair for or having speCialised knowledge of, nr
experience in economic or financial matters will, therefore, be useful. Th" Boards should, of course, be provided with an adequate
staff of specialists like cost accountants, management experts, and
financial experts.
64. The Boards will be purely Government organisations dischanging, inter alia, certain regulatory functions. They will, in fact, be
a part of the Ministry concerned. There will, therefore, be no place
for non-official members of the Board.
Recommendation 11
We, therefore, recommend that :
(1) It should be desirable to constitute Development Boards for
indu!liries which may assume large dimensions and require
special care in the matter of development and regulation.
(2) The functions of the Boards will be(a) planning of production and
targets;

setting up of

production

(b) furnishing the n ecessary technical advice to Government ;
(c) providing technical consultancy service to public sector
undertakings, other autonomous organisations, and the
private sector ;

..
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(d) ensuring the provision of necessary scarce inputs
industry; and
(e) collection, maintenance
statistics.

and publication

to

of industrial
/

(3) The heads of these Boards should be able to deal dir&tl y
with the Secretary and the Minister concerned, their om';;;s
functioning also as the offices of the Ministry.
(4) The Development Boards should ' be compact, well-integrated bodies and should be composed largely of technical and
speci.alist personnel of high competence.
(5) Persons with economic and management expertise may be
appointed as members of a Board if the nature and the
needs of the industry concerned justify such an appointment. One of the members could be an administrator with
a flair for or having specialised knowledge of, or experience
in the economic and financial fields.
65. We now proceed to the application of the concept of Development Boards to the Coal, Iron and Steel, and Textile industries. Government may consider if the time is ripe for constituting Development Boards for other industries.
(b) A Coal Development Board
66. Coal is mainly a mining industry and the nature of the Government's responsibilities to it are not on a par with its responsibilities to other industries. The Coal Board and the Coal Controller
exercise different functions with regard to the units in the coal industry. The Coal Board constituted under the Coal Mines (Conservation and Safety) Act, 1952, is entrusted with the several aspects of
conservation and safety of mines, research, financial assistance to
mines, etc. The Coal Controller is mainly charged with regulatory
functions derived from the Colliery Control Order. He is also required to provide the technical data and advice for the formulation
of coal policies. He acts as the technical adviser to the Governme"t
and assists in the formulation of policies in respect of this industry.
67. The question whether there should be such a division of
functions between the Coal Controller and the Coal Board has been
a subject of controversy for more than two decades. In 1946, the
Indian Coal Fields Committee suggested the establishment of a
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single Coal Commission which would have developmental and regulatory functions of the industry and also the actual administration of
Government-owned mines. The Estimates Committee supported this
suggestion in 1954-55. There have since been two important developments, namely, (i) the establishment of the National Coal Development
Co,,{,oration for management of Government-owned mines, and (i ,)
the i ecent removal of control on prices and distribution of coal. The
Working Group (D) has examined the question in detail and come
to the conclusion that the present organisation of Coal Controller
could be merged with the Coal Board. The r econstituted Board shOUld
have the structure of a Development Board as envisaged by us above.
We &gree with this condusion.
68. The Group h 2.s suggested that the Coal Board besides having rome fuJI-time and part-time official members should have also
part-time non-official members like representatives of the private
seotor collieries and representatives of principal consumers. We
have already expressed our view that there should be no non-official
members in the Development Boards.
It is all the same essentia l
that Hon-official interests should be associated with formulation ,.f
poliCies concernin g the pr omotional and safety aspects of the coal
industry. We, therefore , would favour a purely official Coal Board
with 'm advisory body attached to it which should be consulted on
all matters other than those which are of a regulatory character.
Subject to this modification, we are in general agn!ement with the
proposals of the Group.
Recommelldation 12
We, therefore, recommend that:
(1) The Coal Board should be reconstituted into a Development Board of the t ype we have described.
(2) It should inter alia be entrusted with functions relating to
expansion and Dlodernisation of mines, procurement of
machinery, distribution of coal, co-ordination of research,
import substitution and export promotion.
(3) The regulatory functions now being exercised by the Coal
Controller should be transferred to the Board.
(4) The Board should have a high-powered full-time Chairman,
havine the requisite knowledge and experience in the
technical field of mining and geology.
There should be
four other members, namely, Member (Technical), Member
(Finance and Administration) , Memher (Commercial) and
the Chief Mining Engineer.

,
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(5) The Coal Board, when dealing with matters other than
regulatory, should co-opt an advisory body consisting
of-(a) the Director General of Mines Safety; (b) a senior
officer of the transportation wing of the Railways; (c)
a representative of public sector collieries; (d) one representative of the private sedor collieries, and (e) two
representatives of the principal consumers.

69. The Group has given special attention to the safety aspect
of coal industry. Under the provisions of the Mines Act, 1952, and
the Coal Mines Regulations, 1957, the Chief Inspector of Mines enforces the safety rules in all mines including coal mines. The Group
feels that the considerations of safety and those of conservation aTe
so inextricably inter-related that by far the best arrangement would
be for the Coal Board to assume direct responsibility for both. We
do not subscribe to this view. The enforcement of safety regulations
h?s necessarily to be outside the purview of an organisation which
is exclusively of a regulatory or executive character. The Chief
Illspector of Mines could, however, also be associated with the Board
w hen questions of safety are taken up. We do not think that more
than this would be necessary or even desirable.
Recommendation 13
We, therefore, recommend that the Chief Inspector of Mines
should continue to be responsible for the enforcement of
mines safety regulation.
(c) A Directorate of Iron and Steel

70. The Iron and Steel Controller is the technical adviser to
Gover!lment and is responsible for the development of iron and steel
industry. He handles the work relating to the planning of production and distribution of indigenous steel and issue of licences for import of steel. The Working Group (D) after examining the role and
working of this organisation concluded that there was little advantag., in the Iron and Steel Controller issuing import licences to the •
DGTD borne units. In fact, the Group anticipates several advantages
if this function is given back to the Chief Controller of Imports and
Exports on whose behalf the Iron and Steel Controller is at present
functioning. We are in agreement with this view.
71. The remaining functions of the Iron and Steel Controller
like the scrutiny of licensing applications and tendering of technical
advice t o Government are analogous to · the functions of the DGTD
vis-a-Vis other industries. The Group, thereforE!', recommends that
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these functions should be performed by a full-fledged Directorate of
Iron ~nd Steel in the DGTD and that the present organisation of the
fl'on Dod ·Steel Controller should be wound up. In making this suggestion, the Group has stated that a multi-member board is not necessary for iron and steel industry.
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72. While we agree with the analysis of the Group, we do not
think that the proposed Directorate should be located in the DGTD.
This industry in view of its magnitude, deserves to be served by a
"epar~te agency, directly located in the Ministry concerned. Further
nlthough the abandonment of prices and distribution control on steej
is a step in the right direction, we do not think that the administrative functions in respect of this industry will become negligible in
the near future. It should, therefore, be appropriate for the Directorate to be in the Ministry itself.
Recommendation 14
We, therefore, recommend that the licensing function of the
Iron and Steel Controller in respect of import of steel should
be transferred to the Chief Controller of Imports and Exports.
The remaining functions of the Iron and Steel Controller
should be transferred to a Directorate of Iron and Steel in the
Ministry of Iron and Steel.
73. The Government have set up an Iron and Steel Advisory
Council to advise on alI matters of general character relating to the
iron ane! steel and in particular on the problems pertaining to production, distribution, transport, research, imports and exports. A
Standing Committee of this Advisory Council was constituted early
in July, 1967. The Working Group (D) has considered the role of
this Ad,·isory Council. It feels that there is no reason why the
pattern of Development Councils as prevalent in other industries
should not be adopted for the iron and steel industry also. The Group
has, therefore, suggested the abolition of the Advisory Council and
its Standing Committee and the constitution of a Development
Council on Iron and Steel. We agree with this suggestion.
Recommendation 15
We recommend that a Development Council for Iron and
Steel under the Industries Development and Regulation Act
should be constituted in place of the present Advisory Council
in the area.
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(d) A Textile Development Board
74. The textile industry is another area which needs a co-ordinated approach of the type which we have been considering. At
present, there is a Textile Commissioner who performs a wide range of
functions both regulatory and developmental. The regulatory functions include control over distribution and prices of raw materials,
licensing of new or additional capacity and control on the pattern of
production, distribution and price of the finished products and the
purchase and sale of textile machinery. The developmental work of
the organisation moatly relates to planning of production programmes, assisting the industry in securing adequate supplies of raw
materiaIa and other inputs, provision of technical guidance and ad.
vice and formulation and administration of appropriate export
schemes. Besides the Textile Commissioner, there is a Jute COILmissioner at Calcutta for looking after the jute industry. The Jute
CommL<sioner's organisation is comparatively small and also has
regulatory as well as developmental functions. This industry which
is our largest foreign exchange earner equally needs concerted attention. The import of raw wool and its distribution constitutes another major task. Synthetic fibres will occupy an important place
in the textile industries in the near future. After examining the roles
of the existing organisations, the Working Group (D) has sugges~ed
that a Development Board should be constituted for all the industries
mentioned above. The experience, data and the personnel built up
in the office of the Textile Commissioner and Jute Commis~joner
should be used as the base for creating the new organisation. The
Board should have five members-one member each for the four
major textile groups, namely, cotton textile, jute, man.,made fibres
and wool, and the fifth member for financial administration. In daytD-day operations, each member of the Board should be primarily
responsible for the industry in his charge. The Board as a whole
should act only when the problems of co-ordination need attention,
necessitating a comprehensive view of the entire induatry. In the
set-up proposed, there will be no difficulty if the Member.in-charge
of jute has headquarters at Calcutta. We are in gener-a l agreement
with the above views of the Group.
Recommendation 16
We, therefore, recommend that:
(1) A Development Board of the type
JhouJd he constituted for Textiles.

we have

descrihed
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(2) The Board should have five full-time members designated as
Member, Cotton Textile ~ Member, Jute; Member, Manmade Fibres; Member, Wool; and Member, Financial
Administration.
(3) The office of the Member-iii-charge, Jute Industry, should
be located in Calcutta and should assume all fuactions
which ·a re at present performed by the Jute Commissioaer.
(4) The offices of the Textile Commissioaer aad Jute Commissioner will be Dlerged into the organisation of the Board.

CHAPTER IV
COMMISSION ON "PRICES, COST AND TARIFF"
75. A disturbing feature of the current economic situation,
which has an adverse effect on the pace of economic growth, is
price instability. The wide-spread system of import control provides an effective protection to the indigenous supplier from foreign
competition and often has the effect of providing a status quo mentality in the matter of quality. At the same time, in the internal market,
production and prices are not regulated by the free and effective
operation of market forces which could result in the correlation of
demand and supply at a fair price level. Protection from the competition of foreign suppliers and the absence of effective market forces
which could have imposed a healthy discipline on the indigenous
advantage
of a
supplier, have placed at his disposal the
There is, therefore,
no
compelling
urge
sellers market.
to achieve efficiency in production through reduction in cost.
This in its turn lieads to a wastage of national resources
as well as the imposition On the consumer the avoidable
burden of very high prices. This is unfortunate because the planned economic growth at a fast enough rate depends on the existence
of a climate of price discipline and price stabilisation based on an
expanding market ·and of the economic utilisation of resources leading to reduced costs. The tendency of prices to riSe on the ground
of increasing costs-which is an unhealthy sign of the national
econonJy-has, therefore, to be held in check through proper reglliation.
76. Such regulation may, however, worsen the situation instead
of hettering. it, if it disregards its full economic implications in fields
other than the one in which it is made to operate. Therefore, the
tendency on the part of Ministries, in recent years, to resort to ad
hoc committees for price determination is to be deplored. Further,
direct physical control is not desirable except in the case of commodities which are basic to human needs and which are in acute
short supply. For the rest, price discipline has to be achieved
through sophisticated methods involving continuous watch-dog
operations, and cost-studies by a central body leading to the creation
of a healthy economic atmosphere in which efficiency in the use of

resources is sought after as a necessary and desirable goal of industry.
This body should work continuously in the light of a clearly
enunciated policy on prices which
should replace the present ad
hocism in the realm of pricing.
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77. The functions which we would envisage for such a central
body can adequately be discharged only by a high-powered Commission to be set up as suggested by the Working Group (D). The staff
of the Commission should include technologists, economists and
management experts. The Commission should study the cost of
manufacture of important products, analyse it into its different components, and make recommendations for achieving reductions therein,
wherever feasible, so that an effective dent may be made in the vicious
circle of high costs, high prices, erosion of savings, lower rate of
capital formulation and high costs.
78. While it will not be a specific task of the Commission to
suggest reductions in any of the taxes, it could assess the total impact
of the various taxes which constitute a significant part of the total
cost. Similarly the Commission will not be required to formulate
the wage policy of any industry as there will be other specialised
agencies for undertaking such a task. The Commission will, however,
evaluate the element of cost attributable to wages and make sugof
gestions or initiate studies for improving the productivity
labour. The impact on cost of the set-up and the functions of the
management at various levels, and the inadequacies, if any, in the
field like marketing survey and consumer servicing, etc., will also
fall within the scope of the Commission's studies.
79. We do not expect the Commission to dissipate its energi~s
in assessing the costs and determining prices of a large number of
i terns. We envisage the Commission to devote its attention to selected essential industrial raw materials and intermediates absorbed in
production. Such commodities may be termed as "growth commodities", as suggested by the Working Group (D). These will be such
as have an impact on the entire economic field. The Commission
will also make investigations into the prices of important industrial
products and make r ecommendations with a view to assisting the
Ci<Jvernment in evolving a rational pricing policy.
80. The cost reduction studies can be only illuminative an d indicative and cannot be statutorily enforced as in the manner of control on prices. Nevertheless Government, industry and trade, and the
consumer public will be enabled to get a corr~ct and expert assessment of the cost sitllation, and one can expect that the light thrown
thereon and the weight of public opinion, will lead to the adoption
of means which will result in reduction in costs.

81. The enqui ries by the Commission will have to be undertaken
on the request therefor being made by Government. As the Planning

;/
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Commission is interested in the achievement of the conditions of a
stable price economy and price discipline in general it·should be able
to make the fullest use of the Commission on Prices, Cost and Tariff,
for the purpose of conducting the studies required in connection with
.its work. It will, also be open to the Commission to suggest suo
motu various Jines of enquiry and to proceed to embark on them
after getting Government's acceptance. The Commission will have
to be invested with the powers similar to those enjoyed by the
Commission of Inquiry appointed under the Commissions of
1952 so that it may be able to get
Inquiry Act,
without difficulty, from the persons concerned, the material reo
quired by it for its cost studies.
82. The Commission may also take over the functions of the
Tariff
Commission
relating
to inqumes
connected with
Tariff and the latter body may then be wound up. In making this
recommendation, we are guided by the consideration that a protective tariff-to be regulated on the advice of the Tariff Commissionhas dwindled in importance as an aid to the development of indigenous industry. The implementation of the Industrial Policy Resolution and the adverse balance of payments position necessitating
stringent import and exchange controls have created a situation in
which indigenous industry is able to function in a sheltered market
and finds tariff protection to be of little importance in promoting its
development. With this decline in the importance of tariff protection, the number of tariff inquiries has been going down. As compared to the protection afforded by import and foreign exchange
controls to a large number of items, the protection granted through
the tariff to a few items as a result of the Tariff Commission's inquiries is negligible. We do not see the need any longer for continuing the Tariff Commission in order to conduct the fast diminishing number of tariff inquiries, and so agree with the Working
Group (D) that it may be abolished after the setting up of another type of Commission recommended above. The staff of the
Tariff Commission may be absorbed in the new Commission whose
responsibilities will be much larger than tnose of the Tariff Commission. The work relating to the small number of "tariff inqUiries
may be entrusted to the new Commission. It is true that the Tariff
Commission conducts price inquiries when required by Government. Such work is sporadic and is restricted to ascertaining costs
on the basfs of the data provided by the industrial units themselves.
It is not motivated by the need to ascertain causes of excessive costs,
if any, and to suggest means for bringing them down as a part of the
progrjimme of national e.conomic development. A cost analysis so
motivated can better be undertaken by the Commission, the setting
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up of which has been recommended above. This Commission may be
designated as the "Commission on Prices, Costs and Tariff" to clearly
delineate the function assigned to it. The Working Group (D) has
suggested
for
the
Commission
the
designation.
"The
National Economic Commission ". However, as such a designation is
likely to create the impression that that Commission will deal with
matters covering an area wider than what we contemplate for it,
the name recommended by us would be more appropriate.
83. The Group has suggested that the Commission should be
administratively related to the Department of Economic Affair, of
the Ministry of Finaice. We will make Our recommendation in this
matter in our report on the 'Machinery of the Government of India
and its procedure of work'.
Recommendation 17
We recommend that(1) A Commission to be known as the "Commission on Prices,
Costs and Taril1" should be set up by law for undertakiue
the foJlowing func!ions:(a) determination of prices of industrial products and industrial raw materials and intermediates with a view to
assisting the Government in evolving a rational price
policy;
(b) conducting studies on the costs of production of selected
industrial products and locating the areas in which
reductions in costs are feasible and necessary and
making recommendations for the achievement of such
reduction; and
(c) conducting inquiries relating to tariff protection and
making recommendations to Government on the basis
of such inquiries.
(2) The Conunission will conduct inquiries and studies either
on a requisition being made by Government or on its own
motion after obtaining the concurrence of Government.
It should also assist the Planning Commission in carrying
out studies relating to prices and cost.
(3) The Commission should be invested with the powers
similar to those enjoyed by the Cotnmiaslon of Inquiry
appointed under the Commissions of Inquiry Act, 1952.
(4) The Tariff Commission should be abolished after this
Commission is set up, and its staff should be abll9rbed in
the new Commission.
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84. The Commission should have a sufficient number of members
to enable it to divide itself into small panels where necessary, for
conducting detailed enquiries. This number may be seven. The commission will receive assistance from a staff of experts. Besides the
staff of the existing Tariff Commission, the staff of Cost Accounts
Organisation of the Ministry of Finance and of the D.G.T.D. may be
drawn upon. The Chairman should preferably be a non-official. One
of the members should represent consumers' interests and another
should be a Trade Union representative. The other four members
should be drawn from the field of technologists, economists, management experts and accountants. The Commission should also have
the benefit of the adviCe of the D.G.T.D. This arrangement will,
while providing the Commission with technical exepertise _prevent
any duplication of work as between the D.G.T.D. and the Commission . As it will be desirable for the Commission to
have before it the full nature of the economic implications of
any proposal and also the Government's point of view on matters
considered by it, the Chief Economic Adviser should also be associated with the work of the Commission. However, in order that there
might be no apprehension regarding the independence of the Commission, the D.G.T.D. and the Chief Economic Adviser, while being
associated with the work of the .commission, will not be members
thereof.
Recommendation 18
We recommend as follows:
(\) The Commission should have seven full-time members.
(2) It should adequately be stalled with experts who are required for the due dis<:harge of its functions. Thus the stall
of the existing Tariff Commission, the stall of the Cost
Accounts organisation of the Ministry of Finance and the
D.G.T.D. may be drawn upon.
(3) The Chairman of the Commission should, preferably, be a
non-official, with high competence and ability.
(4) Two of the members Should be technologists; two of them
should be drawn from the field of economists, chartered
and cost accountants and management experts; one member
should represent consumers' interests and ODe should be •
Trade Union representative.
(5) The D.G.T.D. and the Chief Economic Adviser should be
associated with the work of the Commission. They will,
however, not be members of the Commission.
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85. The Working Group (D) has stated that it would have very
much liked if the recommendations of the Commission relating to
price determination were made statutorily binding on Government
subject to any specific item being referred back to the Commission
for further investigation in case Parliament found it necessary to do
so on important ,grounds. The Group, however, feels that a proposal 011 these lines would be too "bold" in the present conditions. It
has, therefore, made a less drastic suggestion, viz., that the recommendations relating to price determination should be given the
highest consideration and dissented from, if at all, rarely. As
regards all other functions, the role of the Commission. according to the Group, would be of an adViSOry nature. We have
carefully considered the Group's remarks regarding the treatment
to be giVen to the proposed Commission's recommendations on prices
and find ourselves in disagreement with its approach. Any CommiSsion, however, high-powered it may be, is after all appointed by the
Government to assist it in taking decisions and framing legIslation.
Therefore, the role of the Commission can only be adVisory. In the
Parliamentary system of Government of the type we have iIl onr
country, no authority can have over-riding power in the executive
field above Parliament and the Cabinet. We would, tberefore, like to
"tress the essentially advisory role of the Commission with reg:trd
to all of its functions. It is needless to emphasise that the advice
should be entitled to serious consideration and where Government
differs from it, it would have to convince Parliament and the people
of the justification for doing so.

CHAPTER V
IMPORT CONTROL

86. Import Control seeks not only to ration the foreign exchange
resources currently in short supply, but also aims at canalizing those
resources into areas which are considered as of high priority for the
planned development of the country and at securing reduction in the
dependence on foreign supplies in future by providing opportunities
for developing indigenous substitutes for those supplies. In our
present stage of economic development, we have to get reconciled to
living with a shortage of foreign exchange for some years to come.
And a policy of progressive import substitution is necessary in order
to relieve in the quickest possible time the pressure built up by the
adverse balance of payments. In this report we do not propose to
deal with mechanics of import licensing. A team appOinted in
1963 under th e chairmanship of the late Shri H . C. Mathur has already
gone into the details of procedure of the Import Control Organisation and has made a number of recommendations most of which have
been accepted by Government. We, therefore, propose only to
consider the directions in which the administrative set-up now in
existe!ICe for implementing the import policy needs to be reformed
with a view to achieving its objectives with greater efficiency and
satisfaction to all concerned.
87. We would like to clear at the outset our views on two preliminary points, namely, whether physical control over imports is
at all necessary for achieving the objectives mentioned above and
if so, whether any change is necessary in the authority vested with
the responsibility for the control. A number of alternative systems
in place of the present physical control on imports can, of
course, be considered, if control is viewed merely as a mechanism for
balancing the supply of foreign exchange with the demand therefort'o
e.g., a system of multiple exchange rates. However, as already indicated earlier, the objective underlying import control is not simply
one of achieVing a balance between the demand and supply of
foreign exchange.
It is also intended to be
used as a pool
for promoting economic development along lines set out in the
National Plan. The working of the market forces cannot be relied
upon to discourage t he demands of sectors which are considered
less essential from the point of view of the Plan or to automatically
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meet the needs of those sectors which are essential to planned development. Low priority activities could be quite capable of yielding high profits and the free play of market forces could render certain essential activities commercially less attractive than the low
priority ones. It will, therefore, be necessary to take positive action
for channelling the resources towards high priority activities by
means of physical controls. The import control mechanism is also
rendered necessary by the heterogeneous nature and inconvertibility of the large portion of India's foreign recources. Having committed
the country's capital to industries considered to be of high priority,
we can afford neither to starve them of their imported input rEc;uiret:!lents nor leave them to the mercy of the price mechanism.
We, therefore, consider that the present system of import control
should be retained and enforced in a manner whereby the priorities
set out for different sectors of industry are reflected in its operatiom.
88. A suggestion has often been made that actual allotment of
permits and licences should be entrusted either to a quasi-judicial
autonomous board or to an association of industrialists. It has been
nrgued that such a method for the distribution of permits and licences
would inspire confidence in the public. We are not in sympathy with
this ~uggestion. The executive Government cannot divest itself of
the responsibility for the operation of physical controls. Apportionment of foreign exchange and licensing of imports are conditioned
by several factors which have to be taken into consideration having
in view the needs of planned development, e.g., balanced regional
development, export promotion , avoidance of monopolies, import
substitution, etc. A quaSi-judicial autonomous body Or a body con~i sting only of industrialists can hardly be able to cencern itself
with these factors when distributing licences and permits. We tbink
that there are advantages in combining at governmental level the
powers relating to rule-making, licensing, inspection, etc. We do
not therefore agree that the power to issue licenses or permits
.hould be transferred to a quasi-judicial body or a body of industrialIsts. 1'01' reasons of similar nature, we also do not agree with the
i-iea that licences should be auctioned in a free market so that the
scarcity value of foreign exchange might be realised by Government.
We, however, propose later in this chapter a safeguard against
arbitrariness and injustice by authority.
Recommendation 19
recommend that the system of physical import control
continue and the organisation ' for implementing the
1'01011'01 should continue to be an executive agency of the
Government.
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89. The Study Team in commenting on the procedure for allotment of foreign exchange for maintenance requirements and for the
import of current inputs has observed as follows:
"the entitlement of individual importers is determined
mainly by two simple criteria which, in fact, influence the
allocation decisions alI along the control line, namely
'historical' shares and 'registered capacity'. Apart from
some adjusting factors like anticipated changes in production, changes in the indigenous content according to phased
manufacturing programmes and inventory conditions,
which are generally taken into account, the prime consideration is to relate the current allocation to that of the
past years. Since the allocation of scarce current inputs
determines the level of production, the present system based
on historical shares more or less, secures a uniform level
of und~r-utilisation of capacity in all the sectors of
industry."
90. We have taken note of the recent relaxation in the import control introduced after the devaluation of the Indian rupee and the
liberal treatment accorded to some industries which have been listed
~s prior ;ty industries. They have been assured of the supply of their
full r equirements and they can apply for import licences any time
after the earlier licences have been utilised to a prescribed extent.
For the non-priority industri es, however, the earlier pre-devaluation
practice of the DGTD distributing his allocation among the various
industrial units continues. For them, there is no undertaking given
hy the Government that their full requirements for the optimum
utilisation of their plant or equipment will be met.
91. We agree with the Study Tea m that the present practice of
foreign exchange for maintenance imports does not fully
take into account the relationship between the amount of resource
allocation to a given sector and its resulting output. It is imperative
that the apportionment of foreign exchange should be based on
reliable statistics of the different ratios of utilised capacities in different industries. Even for industries which are not classified as
al1ocatin~

priority industries and consequently are

not guaranteed their fu]]

reqUirements, "a more selective treatment should be possible in place
of the present system which distributes scarcity uniformly without
any consideration to the marginal utility of the scarce resource like
foreign exchange in different industries". A rational system of apportionment must seek to maximise production with the limited
amount of foreign exch ange available to the country.
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92. The Study Team has proposed that the DGTD should
periodically work out for each important industry the rate of utilisation of the installed capacity. The DGTD already obtains periodical returns from industrial units in its charge. There should be a
systematic processing of this data so that with the information at its
disposal, the DGTD can secure such an allocation of current inputs
as can ensure their optimum utilisation. As a supplement to this
exercise, an endeavour should be made to remove to the maximum
extent possible the air of uncertainty regarding the Government's
policy for the allocation of exchange for maintenance imports.
While there is a special procedure governing the allocation of exchange for the import of capital goods and the policy regarding the
import licences for "established importers" is clearly laid down in
the Red Book periodically published by the Government, th e policy
regarding the import of maintenance items required by "actual users"
is not made known to the general public. We realise that there are
practical difficulties in making a comprehensive declaration of polit'Y,
as suggested by the Study Team, for the maintenance imports to be
allocated to a vast number of 'actual users'. Nevertheless we feel
that an attempt should be made to declare such a policy for as wide
an area as possible so that the public may be aware of the prinCiples
which will govern the allocation of foreign exchange for maintenance
imports over that area.
Recommendation 20
We recommend that :
(1) An attempt should be made to declare periodically for as
wide an area as possible the Government's foreign exchange
policy regarding maintenance imports.
(2) The DGTD should periodically work ont for each important
industry the ntilisation of its installed capacity so that the
allocation of current inputs could be viewed along with
this data to ensure their optimum utilisation.
93. The Government of India set up in January, 1968, an Advisory Council on Trade replacing the Export and Import Advisory
Council which had been in existence till then. The functions of the
Advisory Council on Trade cover not only the field of imports and
exports but also problems of internal trade. This Council is required
to review twice a year the performance of the counh'Y's economy in
its commercial aspects, consider problems relating to expansion of
exports, regulation of imports, the operation of import and export
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trade control, the working of the commercial services with particular reference to export marketing and export assistance, the organisation and expansion of the export sector of the economy, and the
arrangement with regard to internal trade with particular reference
to procurement, sale and distribution of essential commodities. The
Council includes four Members of P arliament, the Secretary, Ministry of Commerce, the Minister and Deputy Minister of Commerce,
representatives of commercial and industrial organisations, representatives of public sector trading organisations, Chairmen of the
Commdity Boards, representatives of the Reserve Bank of India and
the Export Credit and Guarantee Corporation and several other
official and non-official members. In view of the Council's coverage
of various business interests, we agree with the Study Team's suggestion that discussions should be held with the Council periodically
regarding the policy and the procedure regarding the allotment of
foreign exchange to the industries and the prinCiples to be followed
in the unit-wise allocation Of foreign exchange. At the same time
we would like to emphasize that the Council should not be used as a
forum fOr various interests to air their individual grievances.
Recommendation 21
We recommend that the policy and the procedures for the
allotment of foreign exchange to industries and the principles
to be followed in the unit-wise allocation of foreign exchange
should be discussed periodically with the non-official members
of the Advisory Council on Trade.
94. Most of the dissatisfaction with the operation of import control arises from a lack of clarity and concreteness in the declarations
of policy with regard to imports. A good deal of dissatisfaction can
be removed by a timely declaration of import policy in sufficiently
detailed terms and by the association of business interests at the
time of formulation of the gUidelines for the issue of import licences.
The removal of grievances will further be facilitated by providing a
proper forum to hear appeals against the decisions taken by the
licensing authorities. Opportunities are, in fact, now provided for an
aggrieved applicant of a licence or permit to seek relief at a higher
departmental level. However, in order that the parties concerned
may receive greater satisfaction than at prsent, we suggest the setting up of a Board of Referees who will function in the manner
indicated below. At present a person who is not sati~fied with the
decision of the licensing authority has a right to appeal twice. The
first appeal lies with the head of the office in which the application
was dealt with. If the applicant is not satisfied with the decision of
the first appellate authority, he can make a second appeal to the
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Chief Controller of Imports and Exports, New Delhi (Appeals Wing).
The CI,ief Controller can also review the decision taken in the second
appeal. F urther, t here is a Gr ievances Committee at Government
level with the Special Secretary, Ministry of Commer:e, as the Chairman, other members of the Committee being two Joint Secretarir s
from tbat Ministry and the Chief Controller of Imports and Exports.
An appeal for revision lies with this Committee after a person has
exhausted the two appeals as weI! as the "review appeal" mentioned
above. There is, however, no statutory provision for the constitution of this Committee.
95. We recommend that after the second appeal, the right to an
application for review by Government should be provided for. Such
applications may be filed in respect of orders relating not only to the
issue of permits and licences but also in respect of punitive orders
passed by the licensing au thorities. Before disposing of the applications, thf Government should obtain the advice of a mgh powered
Board of Referees. As suggested by the Study Team the composition
of the Board should be such as t o inspire public confidence. Besides
very senior officers, the members should include some representatives
of t ecognised bodies in the field of industry and commerce like the
ji'ederation of Indian Chambers of Commerce and Industry and Associatcd Chambers of Commerce. It is, however, not necessary to
have a judicial member as such, because no judiCial evaluation or
lEgal interpretation will arise in the cases dealt with by the Board.
The Study Team has advisedly adopted the designation "Board of
Referees" instead of "Appellate Tribunal". We agree with the r easoning underlying this proposal of the Team. No one can question the
AUll1inlstration's right to allocate foreign exchange for differ ent usps
in p.ccordance with the pattern which they feel is best suited to give
"fleet t o the objectives underlying the Government's impor t control
policy. It is important, however, to ensur e th at t he distribution is
governed by well defined and well understood criteria. The party
affected should have an opportunity to know what the specific criteria are and how they have been applied. "The function of the
Board of Referees is not to guide the Government as to th e channels in
which scarce resources are to be diverted" but "to ensure that the
distribution of the r esources has followed the specific criteria. 'rhe
soundness of the criteria and the technical considerations un derlying
them are outside the Board's domain".
Recommendation 22
We recommend that:
(1) Provision should be made for filing review applications to
Governmen t against second appellate orders relating to
pertnits and licences, including punitive orders.
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(2) A Board of Referees should be set up for advising the
Government before the applications for review are disposed
of.
(3) The Board of Referees should include, besides very senior
officers of Government, representatives of recognised
bodies in the field of industry and commerce, e.g., Federation of Indian Chambers of Commerce and Industry and the
Associated Chambers of Commerce.
(4) Where the decision on a review application is not in favour
of the applicant the reasons underlying the decision should
clearly be brought out.
(5) The review applications should be disposed of within a
period of, say, three months.
96. The Study Team has referred t o the requirement that the
applicants for import licences should produce income-tax verification
certificates or exemption certificate. from the Income-tax Officer.
In order to save time and labour to all concerned, the Team has suggested that this requirement be done away with and that the incometax authorities s/tould be required to emply their own methods and
resources to ensure collection of arrearS. We agree with this suggestion.
Recommendation 23
We recommend that the present practice of caIling for incometax verification or exeml'tion certificates from import licencees
should be given up.

CHAPTER VI.
EXPORT PROMOTION
97. We have in an earlier chapter referred to the role of import
ccntrol as a mechanism for ensuring an equitable distribution of
scarce foreign exchange and also for promoting conditions whereby
the dependence on foreign supplies could progressively be reduced.
The problem of adverse balance of trade, faced here as elsewhere in
any deyeloping country, cannot, however, be satisfactorily solved
unless along with import control, export promotion is undertaken in
a big way.
98. Various incentives have been offered by Government in
recent years in order to encourage exports. They are generally of
the nature of tax concessions, cash assistance or concessions in granting import entitlements. Some of the incentive measures were withdrawn after devaluation in 1966, which in itself was a potential incentive for exports. The Study Team has examined the existing incentives and has suggested some additional ones. The following are
examples:(i ) Provision of a rebate of income tax related to the increase

in a year's export turnover over such turnover of a basic
year.
(ii) Deduction in

computing the taxable income twice the
amount of expenses, incurred on the exploration of markets subj ect to the condition that the reduction in tax will
not exceed the amount of such expenses.

(iii) Allowing exporters of non-traditional items to retain "

part of the foreign exchange earned by them.
(iv) Allowing exporters to import raw materials and intermediates in case their internal prices are too exce3sive or
their quality is poor.
9». Proposals like those listed above involve questions of
transient details of policy which is subject to change from time to
time. No points of long term significance or of an administrative
nature are involved. We do not, therefore, propose to comment on
them.
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Export Promotion Councils
100. Seventeen Export Promotion Councils have been set up for
specific commodities for undertaking market surveys, conducting
publicity, propagating information and for serving as a forum through
which the exporters could discuss their difficulties with the administration. The Study Team has noted that the Export Promotion
Councils have been mostly engrossed in providing assistance to
individual members. As a result, the supervision of the working of
export assistance schemes and other promotional activities have been
neglected. With the abolition, after devaluation, of the special
export promotion schemes, it should be easier for these Councils to re-orient their activities to the broader promotional problems ,
such as study of conditions prevailing in international markets, pro~
lems connected with packaging freight reductions, shipping opportunities, tariffs and devising of methods for increasing exportoriented production in the country. We agree with the Team.
Recommendation 24
We recommend that the Export Promotion Councils should
constantly be engaged in identifying handicaps experienced by
Indian exporters and recommend adoption of specific remedies
to remove them.
101. A review of the work of the Export Promotion Councils
relating to market surveys by the Indian Institute of Foreign Trade
has disclosed several shortcomings in the surveys. These surveys
lack in depth, and many of them are said to be too sketchy to be ' of
any practical use. The Institute has mentioned that the failure to
make market survey reports purposeful and action-oriented was the
most serious defect of the majority of the reports it has examined. To
remedy these drawbacks, the Institute has suggested that the ultimate
purpose of promoting exports needs to be translated into specific
objectives and the surveys should be designed to proviae specific information to meet specific situation rather than coUect general market information. The Institute has also proposed that proper communication should be established between the sponsors of the survey
and the market research agency and the sponsors should provide the
agency with complete background and information in the context of
which the survey is to be undertaken. The Study Team has recommended tbat the Indian Institute of Foreign Trade being a specialised
body and possessing the knowledge of the latest techniques should
be the main agency to assist the various sponsoring bodies with the
exact design of the market surveys. The Institute also should develop
within itself the competence and capacity to undertake assignments
of overseas market surveys.
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Retommendatlon 25
We
, retommend that:
(1) The Indian Institute of Foreign Trade should assist the
various bodies sponsoring market survey with the exact
design of the market surveys and in locating competent
foreign surveys and research agencies.
(2) The Institute of Foreign Trade should also develop within

itself the competence and capacity to
ments in overseas market surveys.

undertake assign-

102. A sizeable amount of foreign exchange is utilised by delegations and study teams sent abroad. Fifty per cent of the expense
including the cost of international travel is met by the Government
of India. In order that the valuable foreign exchange placed at the
disposal of the Export Promotion Council is utilised to the maximum
advantage, certain defects noticed by the Study Team need to be
removed. The Study Team also suggests that before departure the
delegation should be provided with full statistics and market survey
reports concerning the relevant markets. The Indian commercial
representatives abroad should invariably be consulted about the proposed itinerary of the delegation so that they could fix useful contaets. On return, each delegation should submit a report containing
its observations and the concerned Export Promotion Ccuncil should
speedily take up the necessary follow-up action.
f}"

Recommendation 26
We recommend that :
(1) The following defects relating to delegations to foreign
countries sponsored by the Export Promotion Councils
should be removed:
(a) Bunching of several delegations in one country;
(b) Unsuitable timings of the delegations;
(c) Inadequacy of the knowledge of the members regarding
the commodities concerned and the pattern of their
trade; and
(d) Inadequate knowledge about the peculiar
practices of the country visited.

customs IIJld

(2) On return tbe delegations should submit reports con~
bag their observations and the concerned Export Promotion
Councils should take the necessary follow-up action.

I
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103. The Study Team has taken note of the importance of Export
Houses specialising in different commodities in the different regions
and possessing necessary marketing skills and resources required
for undertaking export business on a large scale and in a sustained
manner. Such Export Houses are considered by the Team as
necessary for meeting the stiff competition from highly efficient
and experienced businessmen operating all over the world to-day.
GO\'ernment have encouraged the formation of Export Houses by
recognising them for the purpose of prOviding facilities like lump
sum release of foreign exchange for business visits abroad, grantsm-aid for undertaking market surveys and export publicity, etc. A
committee known as the Selective Committee which had examined
the scheme of recognition of Export Houses has suggested that
competence, credit-worthiness and the resources Of the applicant
body should be taken into account for the purpose of recognition.
That Committee has recommended that the scheme of recognition
should enable the Export Houses to develop sufficient specialisation.
The Committee has further proposed that recognition should be with
reference to specific commodities or group of commodities so that
the advantages of specialisation are reaped. The Study Team has,
however, noted that Export Houses have yet to build up expertise
and that in the initial stages the recognition of Export Houses should
not be too restrictive. The recognition may be limited to a specified
number of years so that the performance of the Export Houses
could be reviewed when they come up for renewal. At the time of
this review, Government should ascertain whether the Export
House concerned has maintained high standards Of integrity and
business ethics in its operations and take suitable action accordingly.
Recommendation 27
We recommend that while recognition of Export Houses need
not he unduly restrictive for some time t" come, the recognition should be limited for a specific number of years and its
further continuance should depend upon the results of a special
review conducted with a view to ascertaining whether an
ExPort House has maintained high standards of integrity and
business ethics in its operations.
104. The Study Team has referred to the increasing specialisation in the field of exports and the emergence of merchant exporters
and the problems that are likley to crop up in their relationship
with the manufacturers. Differences are likely to arise over the
dates of delivery, short delivery, delivery of defective or substandard goods, etc. The exporters may also fail in carrying out
their part of the contracts. The formulation of a code of standard
trade practices will go a long way in eliminating the causes of these
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differences. Standard terms of contract could, therefore, be formulated for each commodity or group of commodities with regard to
the quality of goods, provision of after-sales service, adherence

samples, etc. The Export Promotion Councils should take up
responsibility of formulating such standard terms.

to

the

Recommendation 28
We recommend that the Export Promotion Councils should
formulate a code of trade practices and standard terms covering the contract. between the exporters and the manufacturer
for each important commodity or group of commodities.
Commodity Boards
105. Several Conunodity Boards have been established under
law for looking after the promotion of certain plantation crops and
for stimulation of their exports. The Study Team has examined
the functioning of one of these Boards, viz., the Tea Board. The
Board consists of 13 members representing owners of tea estates, 5
representing traders including exporters, 7 representing employees
in tea estates and gardens, 3 representing Parliament, 6 representing
consumers and other intere'sts, .a nd 7 representing the Governments
of the principal tea growing States. We agree with the reasoning
of the Study Team that the present composition of the Board is
satisfactory for bringing together the different interests concerned
in this sector of the economy for the purpose of co-ordinated thinking and action.
However, we recommend that the Chairman of
the Board should not be appointed purely on grounds of administrative ability and that he should be a person with working knowledge
of the industry. This recommendation would apply equally to
other Boards as well.
Recorumendation 29
We recommend that:
(1) The practice of giving representation for various interests
on the Commodity Boards should continue.
(2) The Chairman of the Commodity Board should be one
having a knowledge of the sector concerned.
106. The Study Team has referred to the criticism that these
Boards do not enjoy autonomy in the sense that a public sector
The object of the management of the public
enterprise does.
undertakings is to run them on sound business principles and to
make reasonable profits for the concern. These Boards were,

"',
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however, created for an entirely different pW'pose, namely, to
create a forum for bringing together representatives of different
interests and for facilitating collective decisions for development of
production and export of plantation crops.
The q uestion of
exercising autonomous powers of the type enjoyed by public under-

takings does not, therefore, arise. There is, however, a case for
freei ng these Boards from unessential features of administrative
and financial control by the Ministry. After budgets are sanctioned,
it should not be necessary for the Board to go to the Government of
India for any further sanction on individual items.
Similarly,
foreign exchange may be placed at the disposal of the Boards after
scrutinising their proposals at the beginning of the year and the
Boards should be given full freedom to organise t heir publicity and
promotional activities within the limits of foreign exchange placed
at their disposaL
Rccouunendation 30
We, therefore, r ecOlnnlend

Lh~t :

(1) After the budget of a Commodity Board is sanctioned,
t here should be n o f urther occasion for getting individual
schem es appr oved by the Government.
(2) The foreign exchange allotment should be made at the
beginning of the year after due scrutiny of the proposed
expendit ure and the Boar~ should be left to incur expenditure within t he allotted funds , vithout further r eference to
Gover nment.
Export Credit Guarantee Corporation
107. While the question of export credit is an integral part of
t he overall credit policy. we shall consIder at this stage t he
The ECGC has been established with
fun ction ing of ECGC only.
a view to covering the exporters' credit risk and for furnishing
guarantee to the financing banks to enable the exporters to get
a dequate credit facilities. The Study Team made a case study,
with' the assistance of the National Council of Applied Economic
Research, of the working and procedures of the ECGC. It has
found that although t he business of the ECGC has been expanding,
there is still a very large scope for further expansion.
Again,
although the Corporation's functions as given in its Articles of
Association include provision of supplementary fin ance and granting
loans to prom ote export, it has not provided any supplementary
fina'n ce for export so far.
It has also not given any guarantees to
exporters to cover particular countries or buyers.
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108. We are not in favour of ECGC di versifying its activities to
include supplementary finance.
Direct financing is essentially an
area of commercial banks and specialised credit institutions. The
ECGC is only a credit insurer and guarantor of risk.
The two
areas of business, namely, giving export credit and guaranteeing
credit and risk are entirely different. Export credit relates to the
creditworthiness of the exporters while credit guarantee is related
to the place of destination of exports.
Recommendation 31
We, therefore, recommcnd that the ECGC should not undertake direct supplementary financing of exports.
109. The coverage of ECGC is wide in regaI'd to certain
countries and low in certain others. It has to balance its operations
by making suitable adjustments in its treatment to different
cOllntries and different commodities.
Defaults are l ikely to arise
in the Western industrialised
countries and East European
countries also and it is not correct to think that there is a higher
risk in business transactions in developing countries alone.
Recommendation 32
We, therefore, recommend that the ECGC should thoroughly
examine the past experience in different countries in regard to
insurance claims and keep in view tbe ex,port strategy of
Go\'Crnment from time to time in respect of specific markets
and specific commodities. They should revise the insurance
rates incorporati1lg necessary dillcr ential~ in the light of various
factors Jllcntioned above.

lID. Normall y it is the cxporter's duty to take necessary action
against defaulting buyers.
Sometimes, however, the Corporation
may take over the responsiOility. Once a claim haq been paid by
the Corporation the stake of the Corporation in recovery is
greater than that of the exporter.
Recommendation 33
We recommend that the Corporation should agree to carry out
recovery proceedings on behalf of their clients rather liberally
on request. The Corporation should also be given a general
permission by the Regerve Bank of India to file cases without
the need for specific prior permission in individual cases. A
blanket foreign exchange pern,;t should be granted to the
ECGC to enable them to meet their legal expenses abroad.
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Iudinn Council of Trade Fnirs and Exhibitions
111. International fairs and exhibitions are valuable media
through which the country can project its industrial image around
the world and thus aim at expanding the market for its products.
The Directorate of Exhibition in the Ministry of Commerce has been
handling these matters, though. after its constitution, the Indian
Council of Trade Fairs and Exhibitions (ICTFE) has taken over a
The Council is an organisation
considerable portion of this work.
independent of Government, and its objectives are the promotion
and organisation of the participation in international trade fairs,
establishment of trade centres and undertaking programmes of visual
publicity in the in terest of export promotion. The membership of
the Council is open to individuals as well as organisatiQIlS interested
in exports. The funds of the Council to a large extent are provided
by Government grants, though it also derives income from members'
subscri ptions and fees from participants in fairs and exhibitions.
112. The Study Team has pointed out that the Directorate of
Exhibition has continued to handle a number of foreign exhibitions,
especially world fairs like the ones at New York and Montreal,
even after the constitution of the Council. As the nature of the
activities relating to exhibitions and fairs is essentially commercial,
it could best be entrusted to the trade. The 'ream does not suggest
that the whole of the work of the Directorate should immediately be
transfen-ed to the Council , but that the t ran sfer sh ould take place
as ~arly as possible. The grants-in-aid may continue for a few
years. The Council should ultimately become self_supporting,
charging the necessary fees for the services rendered to the trade.
We agree.
Recommendation 34
We recommend tbat:
(1) The activitieS! of the Directorate of Exhibition should, as

early . as possible, be transferred to the Indian Council of
Trade Fairs and Exhibitions.
(2) The grants-in-aid to the Council may continue for

II few
yenrs, .b ut the Council should ultimately become selfsupporting, charging the necessary fees for the services
rendered by it to the trade.

113. The Study Team has made suggestions for curtailing the
time involved in issuing financial sanctions by Government in
individual cases.
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Recommendation 35
We agree with these
that:

proposals and accordingly

recommen

(1) A bulk allotment of forei!:n exchange should be made at
the beginning of each year. When expenditure is incurred
against this allotment, the Department of Economic
Allairs need not be required to give a clearance to each
item of expenditure.
(2) The requirements of stall (in terms of man-days) for each
fair or exhibition in which the ICTFE is allowed to participate should be worked out and got approved in the beJ:inning of the year and thereafter the Council should be
allowed to select the persons and the periods of deputation
witbout further reference to Government.
114. The shortage of our foreign exchange resources renders it
necessary that the foreign publicity efTort is not spread too widely.
We should try to concentrate on a limited number of items. The
ICTFE should also help in organising foreign publicity for various
Export Promotion Councils who now seem to be dissipating their
small resources in ineffective publicity scattered over a large area.
The ICTFE by working as their publiCity agents could save iliem a
lot of expenditure on Commission.
In fact, this Council could
work out an overall strategy of commercial publicity abroad, keeping in view the resources available for the entire export sector.
Recommendation 36
We recommend that:
(1) Foreign publicity for export promotion should be limited
to selected items and areas.
(2) The ICTFE should help in orgauising the foreign publicity
for various Export Promotion Councils.
(3) The ICTFE should also work out the overall strate!:y of
commercial publicity abroad, keeping in view the resources
available for the entire export sector.
Drawbacks of Customs and Excise Duties
J 15. Refund is at present allowed of the import duties on raw
materials and components which have gone into the manufacture
of goods exported from the country.
For some commodities, the

•
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al!Jount of money to be refunded (drawback) on account of customs
alld excise duties is calculated in accordance with a pre-determined
formula. This is an arrangement which is convenient to the Government . offices who give the refund as well as to the recipients
t.hereof. However, this facility is not available for a large number
of products. The exporters of the products have to go through the
complicated procedure of proving the value of the customs and
excise duty content in the cost of their exported goods. The lack of
certainty regarding the quantum of drawback which he will get
also puts the exporter in a difficult position while quoting his
prices to foreign customers. The Study Team has suggested that
in the interest of procedural simplicity wbich will enhance the
utility of this facility, drawback should be paid at a fixed rate for
as many products as possible. It may be that some efficient producers may be in a position to get a refund larger than the value of
the duties' content in their costs; but this may be overlooked in the
interest of export promotion and the incentive for import substitution it provides. The amount in any case may be reduced if
experience shows that the total amounts refunded exceed the duties
realised.
Recommendation 37
We, therefore, recommend th.t the system of fixing standard
amount of refund on account of customs and excise duties
which have gone into the cost of some exported products may
be extended to as many more products as possible.
Review of Export Duties
116. In June, 1966, the rupee was devalued. This meant a
general assistance to all exporters in that it improved the selling
position in external markets. As the pre-devaluation prices of
certain traditional commodities approximated to international
prices, devaluation would have resulted in windfall profits for the
exporters of these commodities. Government, therefore, sought to
mop up these extra profits through export duties. While the levy
of export duties in the then situation was justified, progressive reduction in the long run of these duties may become necessary to
compensate for the fall in international prices. The Study Team
has suggested that a continuous watch be kept over the international
prices of these commodities so that timely reductions in export duties
are effected, if necessary, to preserve the competitive position of
the exporters. This responsibility should rest with the Ministry 0(
Commerce and Industry which should take the initiative in the matter
of wggesting to the Ministry of Finance reduction needed in an export

I
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duty. In the even t of a difference of opinion between the Ministry
of. Comn:erce and Industry and the Ministry of Finance, the matter
\','111 obVIously have to be referred to the Cabinet.
Recommendation 38
We recolllmend that the Ministry of Commerce and Industry
should keep a continuous watch on the international prices of
the cOlllJUodities subject to export duties and take the initiative
in sugge.'ting to the Ministry of Finance any reduction in the
duties req uired to compensate for the falI in international
p rices of these commodities. In the event of a difference of
opinion in any case between the Ministry of Commerce and
Industry and the Ministry of Finance, the matter should be
referred to the full Cabinet.
Sales Tax on Good" Expor ted

117. We have
suggested a Simplification of the procedure
already in existence for giving drawbacks of duties on raw
materials and components entering into the manufacture of exported products.
But we are not in a position to make a similar
recommendation with regard to the sales tax paid on such raw
materials and components.
There is no scheme for giving drawbacks of Sales Tax in such cases and the formulation of such
. cheme is fraught with formidable difficulties. Even with regard to
giving relief from sales tax on goods which are exported (as distinguished from sales tax paid on raw materIals and components),
th ere is no uniform practice. In a few States exemption from or
rebate of sales tax is provided on transactions preceding the actual
export of certain specified categOlies of goods. In oth er States no
such relief is provided. An ~quitable and effective scheme of sales
tax relief on exported goods which originate from several States,
would require uniformity in the rates of sales tax on the goods
F urther, there will have to be an
selected for sales tax relief.
un derstanding between the States and the Centre regarding the
manner in which they should share in providing the relief. We
do not, therefore, make any recommendations in this regar d and
only refer to the subject as one meriting careful examination by
the Central Government in consultation with the States.
Impor t Entitlements for Exported Products
118. Prior to devaluation in 1966, exporters were given, as a
measure of export assistance, licences to import a quantum of scarce
raw materials and components, in addition to what was allocated to

-
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Ih! m under the usual control measures. The additional import
varied between 20 per cent
to 75 per cent of the F .O.B.
entitlement
,
.
valiue of exports and was generally pegged at twice the value of the
import content. Attractive though ,the concession was, it was always
a.,subject of controversy. Anyway, it was abolished when the rupee
\\ s devalued. The import entitlement is now restricted to the value
of imported raw materials and components absorbed in the exported
products. The licensee is also aHowed to use one-ruth Of the value
of the licence (not exceeding Rs. 1 lakh) for the import of jigs and
tools and equipment for packing, etc. The import content of the
important commodities for export is determined by t he technical
advisers of the Government. viz., the DGTD, the Textile Commissioner, the Jute Commissioner, etc. We agree \vith the Study Team
that this procedure makes for simplicity. We also agree with the
Team that in order to remove any miSgivings from the minds of thf!
exporters the estimates of impor t content should be reviewed from
time to time by the technical advisers of the Government, in consultation with the representatives of trade and industry.
Recommendation 39
We, therefore, recommend that the estimates of the im(lOri
content in the products exported, adopted for the purpose of
calculating import entitlements, should be reviewed periodically, .ay, once a year, by the technical advisers of the
Government in consultation with the concerned Export Promotion Councils and Development Councils.

"

CHAPTER VII
FOIlElGN COLLAJlOl&ATlON
119. A deve1opin& counll'Y. which has embarked on 8 bold
programme of economic development does draw upon the fruita of
scientific and ~chnical advance made elsewhere.
Such a eountry
should, however, free itself, in the shortest possible time, Of its
dependence on foreign assistance lest it should, for ever, remain
tied down to outside forcea and interests. It is, of course, not as if the
aLm is to do away completely with import Of all knowledge and
technique. Even in the most advanced countries, there is a two-way
lraffic or 'know-how'---it is received all well as given.
The aim
should be not the endine: of aU commerce in ideas and techniques,
but the discontinuance, as soon as poasible, of dependence for national
survival on foreign assistance. It should, therefore, be the cardinal
objective- of industrial policy to exploit to the maximum the
industrial potential and te'C hnical know-how already
created
in the country_ All foreign collaboration should be subjeet to
this basic aim. We would in this connection draw attention to
Reeorrunendalion 4 of our Report on the Machinery {or Planning
"that each scheme or project involving foreign aid should clearly set
out the measures {or dispensing with such aid in the shortest possible
time and should also spell out the pt'eCise obligations, in this regard,
of all concerned",

•

120. Tbe Working Group (0) has suggested that a Foreign
Investment Law should be passed embodying the following provi·
sions :

(a) Foreign majority holdings in the undertakings in Ind1a
should be prohibited, save in very exceptional cases where
the Government thinks it appropriate in public interes~ to
pennit foreign majority holding. In such rare cases, the
foreign investment should be of a large magnitude and
pennission should be given only with the approval of the
CabiDet
(b) Foreign investments should
be guaranteed against
nation,alisation and expropriation.
In thOSe cases where
under the formal UlW of the country nationalisation takes
place in pubUc interest, a fair compensation should be given.
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(c) The use of foreign brand names should be prohibited.
(d) The units established in India with foreign te,ehnical knowhow andlor foreign investment should be free to sell
their manufactured products anywhere in the world.
121. While we are in agreement with the ideas underlying these
proposals, we are not in favour of passing a law as suggested. Such
a law would unduly fetter the exercise of discretion by Government
in approving foreign collaboration agreements. As regards nationalisation, we are, in principle, opposed to the wr.ting of guarantees
of the type suggested by the Working Group into the law of the
country.
122. We realise the need for glVillg the widest publicity to
Government's policy in regard to foreign investments in India. This
policy can be declared by a Government resolution and laid before
Parliament. The basic policy statement which now governs foreign
investment is the one made by the late Prime Minister Nehru on
the 6th of April, 1949, in Parliament. This statement says that as a
rule the major interests, ownership and effective control of an undertaking should be in Indian hands. Government would not, however,
object to foreign capital having control of a concern for a limited
period if it is found to be in the national interest. Each individual
case would be dealt with on merits, It has also been mentioned thal
if and when foreign enterprises are compulsorily acquired, compensation will be paid on a fair and equitable basis. In the face of such
clear declaration of Government policy, it is not necessary to pass a
law as suggested by the Group.
123. As regards the last two points made by the Group, namely,
that the use of foreign brand names should be prohibited and that
there should be freedom for sale in any part of the world by undertakings which collabora-te with foreign participants, we consider that
these matters should be left to negotiations between the parties
concerned subjec,t to approval by Government. After all, there are
two parties to an agreement. The laying down of rigid pre·conditions
may sometime place entrepreneurs and the Government in an
awkward situation if the said conditions have to be subsequently
relaxed or altered. We must now presume that the foreign party or
even a foreign government will always be altruistic, at any rate in
commercial ventures. It is a matter for the parties concerned who
will have to safeguard their essential interests to the extent possible.
The best thing in the circumstances would, therefore, be to make a
declaration of general policy which would provide for exceptional
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cases' b,;ing dealt with on their own merits.
The
Resolution
enunciating the policy can also mention the specific fields of industry,
iri which foreign investment would be welcome keeping in view the
stage of development and the relative priorities. The Resolution may
be modified, when necessary, in the light of changed circumstances.
Recommendation 40
We, t herefore, recommend t hat a Resolution on foreign invest ment should be issued b y Government setting forth its
pol icy regarding conditions subject to w hich for eig n collaboration would be allowed. The Resolution should also provide
for exceptional cases being dealt with on merits and also indicate the areas in which foreign invest men t w ould be w elcome.

124. Apart from outright purchase of know·how against lump sum
payments, there are several ways in which foreign collaboration takes
place. In some cases, the know-how and technical services may be
provided by the foreign collaborator for which he gets paid in the
form of royalties and fees. In some other cases, the collaboration is
through equity participation the necessary capital being provided
in cash Or by.machinery and equipment. There is also another variety
of collaboration ,"hich involves proviSion Of equity partIcipation as
welJ as provision of technical know·how and services for which
royalties or fees are paid. The administrative Ministries are invested
with powers to approve collabaration agreements subject to the payment of royalties for technical know-how being within certain specified limits. When the proposed terms of payment exceed these limits
or when the agreements present unusual features, they are discussed
and decided upon in an inter-ministel'ial committee, namely, the
Foreign Agreements Committee headed by the Secretary. MinistrY
of Industrial Development. Ther e are two more inter-ministerial
committees dealing ,vith foreign collaboration. namely, the Foreign
Investment Committee and the Negotiating Committee to which we
shall refer later on. The Study Team which had conducted a case
study on the matters coming before the Foreign Agreements Com·
mittee found that a vast majority of cases which went before this
Committee were within the competence of the administrative
Ministries themselves who had been delegated suitable powers in
this behalf. We agree with the Study Team that this tendency to
transfer the responsibility for a decision falling ,vithin one's own
po\V~rs

to an outside corrunittee 1eads to considerable delays.

We,

therefore, agree with the Study Team that the Foreign Agreements
Committee should in future require the concerned administrative
Ministries to state the exceptional features of the cases which
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necessitate the concurrence of t he committee. If there are no exceptional fea tures, thc admin istrative Ministries must themselves d ischarge their responsibility in regard to approval of agreements.
125. Foreign collaboration agreements have been drawn up in
a large number of cases over the past several years and as suggested
by the Study Team it is time that a review of all the agreements is
made with a vi'e w to evolving standard guidelines for the drafting of
agreements. The absence of such guidelines leads to considerable delay
in the finalisation of agreemen ts in many cases. Once guidelines are
drawn up, consider ation of individua l cases by the Foreign Agreements
Committee will be restricted to a few cases presenting exceptional
featur es. The above review may be undertaken by the DGTD who
should draw up the guidelines in consultation with the Department
of Economic Affairs.
Recommendation 41
We recommend that :
(1) The DGTD should conduct a systematic study of the
collaboration agreements entered in the past and rec:ommend, in consultation with the Department of Economic
Affairs on points involving financial implications, standard
terms of financial and technical collaboration witb foreign
investors.
(2) This review and standardisation of terms of collaboration
could be started in important sectors and later on extended
to the remaining sectors as well.
126. The F creign Investmen t Committee under the chairmanship
of the Secretary of the Department of 'Economic Affairs was .constituted w ith a view to giving prompt decisions in cases involving major
issues and all cases involving major foreign equity participation. Tbe
Study Team, after goi ng through the cases brought up before this
Committee, has found that the constitution of the Committee has
actually inhibited the exercise of discretion by the concerned
admin istrative miJristries because even cases having no ser ious policy
considerations are pushed up to this Foreign Investment Committee.
The procedure also requires that the recommendations of ~he Committee should be submitted for the approval Of the admiJristrative
Ministry concerned, the MiJrister of Industrial Development and the
MiJrister of Finance. All this leads to conside.rable delay. Further,
the clt-ar ance by the F oreign Investment Commi ttee does not dispense
with tht- approval of the administrative MInistry and the Foreign
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Agreements Committee. We feel, therefore, that there is no need for
this high level committee and in the interest of expeditious disposal
of cases, this additional level of consideration may be done away
with. The Foreign Agreements Committee may itself consider
the matters which now go to the Foreign Investment Committee.
Cases involving major policy matters would in any case have to go
to the Ministers concerned and if necessary to the Cabinet.
Bec:ommendation C%
We recommend that the Foreign Investment Committee may be
abolished and the matters now going before it may be
considered by the Foreign Agreements Committee itself.
127. The Negotiating Committee considers all cases involving
investments of over Rs. 5 crores. The Chairman of this Committee
is the Cabinet Secretary. We feel that sO far as foreign collaboration
agreements are concerned, the F oreign Agreements Committee is
suffiCiently broad-based and that there is no need for another committee to go into these agreements. However, the Cabinet Secretary
may be associated with the disposal of cases of foreign collabora1ion
which involve an investment of over Rs. 5 crores.
Recommendation 43
We recommend that foreign collaboration ·a ireements involviDg
investments of over Rs. 5 crores need not go to the Negotiating
Committee ad may be considered by the Forei&n Agreements
Committee itself. The Cabinet Seeretary may. however, be
119sociated with the decisions in these cases.
128. The Study Team has objected to some of the methods
adopted for determination of the quantum of royalties and fees.
According to the Team, the quantum of royalties should be determined having in view the relative complexity Of technology involved
and the facilities available for obtaining it from different sources.
It should not be related, say, to the foreign equity participation.
SImilarly, the Team is against relating technical fees to the value
of imported equipment or to the foreign equity participation.
Detennination of royalties and fees is a question involving technleal
and economic considerations and we do not propose to make any
recommendation in this regard.
129. The Working Group (D) has suggested that Government
should draw up three lists, viz., (i) a list of items of technical knowhow which could be permItted to be imparted; (ii) a list of item. in
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respect of which know-ho w is available in the country ; and (iii) a
list of industries which should not be allowed to go in for foreign
technical know-how. These lists should be examined by a Standing
Committee consisting Of. three members of the National 'Economic
Commission (name proposed by the Working Thoup (D) and
changed by us into the "Commission on P rices, Cost and Tariff"),
the Director General, C.S.I.R., concerned Dir&.:tors of National Laboratories, the D.G.T.D., the Chief Economic Adviser and one or two
representatives of industries. After scrutiny by this Committee,
the above lists should be finali sed and given wide publicit y. We do
not agree with this suggestion. Apart ~rom the unwidely size d the
Committee proposed, we do not think it a correct procedure for the
Government to prepare the lists suggested and submit them to the
Committee for approval. After all, the information r equired will
have to be collected by the D.G.T.D. and we think that the best
arrangement wou;)d be to make the D.G.T.D. formally responsible for
preparing the lists, after consulting the concerned interests. The lists
will then be finalised by Government. We have already recommended that the D.G.T.D. should make a review of the foreign collaboration agreements and draw up standard terms of collaboration.
Recommendation 44
We, therefore, recommend that the DGTD should prepare Iish
showing items in respect of which import of foreign know-how
will be permitted; items in respect of which indigenous knowhow is available and industries in respect of which import of
technical know-how will be prohibited. After its approval of
the lists, the Government should give them wide publicity .

•

CHAPTER VIII
MANAGEMENT OF FOREIGN EXCHANGE
Foreign Exchange Budget

130. The exercise of six monthly and annual foreign exchange
budgeting started in 1957 when our foreign exchange resources
cam" under severe strain. As practised to-day, it is primarily a
system of estimating the receipts and expenditure of foreign exchange
over a period and the apportionment of the available resources to
various uses in conformity with the priorities of the Plan Programme.
The single factor of foreign exchange availability can have a decisive impact on the size and the composition of the annual development plan, and the phasing of individual programmes, etc. In view
of this, it is ,'ather disquieting to see that the annual plans within
the framework of the Five·Year Plan are more or less, settled
}Jrimarily on the consideration of the availability of the internal
resources without adequate regard to the implied foreign exchange
obligations. There has to be a greater inter-]jnking ,of the rupee
resources at the disposal of the Government, the foreign exchange
resources and the bank credit available to the industry or agriculture
for arriving at a purposeful policy.
131. The control on the expenditure of foreign exchange is
exercised at the point of commitment and not at the stage of actual
outgo of foreign exchange. Except for some essential imports, the
foreign exchange allotments are made on a half-yearly basis. Even
after devaluation, and the IiberaJisation of imports to meet the
current requirements of priority industries. import licences are
granted on the basis of the anticipated six months' requirements
of the industrial units. We do recognise that the short-term budgets
are a logical result of living dangerously near the margin. But the
element of uncertainty which this inevitably creates and the practice
of accumulating inventories which it understandably encourages
have a deleterious effect on industry. The allocation of foreign
exchange for the maintenance requirements of the industrial units
should, therefore, in general be done on an annual basis. This will
bring about some element of certainty so necessary for planning the
production programme. Very often. this element of certainty is
much more important than the absolute quantum of foreign exch;mge ultimately granted.
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132. There are many obvious limitations on the data which
form the basis of foreign exchange b udgeting. The utility of the
foreign exchange budget entirely depends on the relia bility of
figures furnished by the Reserve Bank of India regarding t he anticipated inflow a nd outflow of foreign exchange within a specified
period. The Reserve Bank, in turn, depends largely on the factual
information supplied by the authorised dealers of foreign exchange.
The Study Team has brought out the several factors w hich to-day
vitiate t he reliability of statistics available to t he Reserve Bank of
India and the Government. This finding of the Study Team h as been
endorsed by the Estimates Committee in their 30th Report (1967-68,
Four th Lok Sabha). It is of the utmost impor tance that the system
of data collection should be improved.
Recommendation 45
We) therefore, rccomulend that :

(1) The annual foreign exchange estimates should be taken up
simultaneously with the formulation of the Annual Plan
which should take into consideration the availability of
foreign exchange.
(2) As a general principle, the a1!ocation of f oreign exchange
for maintenance r equirements of the industrial units
should be done on an annual basis.
(3) The system of data collection in the Reserve Bank should
be improved and the Bank adequ ately equipped for tabulating the information collected.
Administrative Arrangements for the allocation of
Foreign Exchange
' 133. Our general approach of utilising to the maximum the
industrial potential already created in the country would requir e
corresponding changes in the arrangements and procedures for allocation of foreign exchange. At the moment, t here is no adequate
supporting econcimic data like the installed and utilised capacity of
various industries, the amount of imports in the process of movement, stocks at t he beginning and at the end of t he period, total
anticipated demand and production. With the suggestions we made
for systematic data collection and processing, b oth by t he Reserve
Bank and the D.G.T.D., it should be possible to introduce more sophistlcllted controls and procedures. The priorities fixed for t he industrial
sector in the manner recommended by US in Chapter II should
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naturally be the starting point for the exercise of foreign exchange
allocation. The DGTD should be the authority for in itiating these
proposals in the light of priorities fixed.
134. We have recommended in Chapter II that for the h igher
priority industries, licensing should mean commitment for the provision of all inputs including foreign exchange. In t he same way,
for the second group of industries requiring foreign exchange, the
npproval of the Capital Goods Committee should not be treated as a
mere routine exercise. We envisage that the procedures for foreign
exchang allocation should be such that it should be the final stage
of a process where foreign exchange resources ar e committed only
to descrYing cases who are in a position to use it speedily. Before
giving the Capital Goods Committee's approval, it would, therefore,
be neces9ary that the stage of preparedness of industrial units is
thoroughly examined.

:
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135. We have earlier empasised the need for doing away with
reliance on foreign aid in the shortest possible period. This would
, require a concerted effort on all fronts, particularly at the point of
allocation of foreign exchange. According to the present procedure,
the industrial units are, more or less, sure of a continuing foreign
exchange allocation on the basis of past allocations. For ending the
1 eliance on foreign aid speedily, it would be necessary for the DGTD
to make a critical examination of the foreign exch,mge requirements
of different industries. This may be done in consultation with the
industry. A realistic schedule should be drawn up wit h their cooperation according to which foreign exchange allocation for the
industries will be reduced. If this is done, the industries concern ed
will have a time perspective before t hem within which t hey will
make an effort in the direction of inJport substitution and development of the technical know-how within the indust ry itself.
Recommendation 46
/

We, the refore, recommend that:
(1) The DGTD should initiate the proposals for apportioning
the available foreign exchange for current requirements of
industries in the light of accepted priorities.
(2) 'the approval of the Capital Goods Committee should be
conaidered as the &nal stage where foreign

exchaage re-

sounes are committed. Therefore, the stage of preparedness of the industrial units before riving approval .ould
be thoroughly examined.
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(3) The DGTD after a critical examination of the foreign
exchange requirements of diJIerent industries should work
out a schedule according to which the foreign exchange
allocation should progressively he reduced.
Arrangements for the timely and proper utilisation of the
Foreign Exchange allocated
136. One of the causes of delay in the utilisation of foreign
exchange is the varying degree of attractiveness to importers of the
different sources of foreign exchange. Applicants for import keep
moving by stages from the less attractive sources to the more
attractive ones. This situation can be avoided if a system of more
meaningful allocation of foreign exchange, source-wise, can be
evolved. Technical Advisers to the Government should undertake
periodical studies to determine the industries for which a creditor
country is a particularly suitable suppplier of equipment. As the
Study team has stated, "what should be ascertained is not merely
the technology evolved in the creditor country in comparison to
India's Heeds but also the existence of exporting firms willing to supply
the equipment on the terms negotiated on the Government-toGovernment basis". The DGTD should be concerned not merely
with the prevention of import of equipment which is indigenously
available but should also ensure that the technology proposed to be
used for a project is best suited to the needs of the country. It
should, therefore, determine in advance the types of equipment and
the type of industry which can be financed from particular Sources
to the maximum economic advantage of the country and give wide
publicity to them. If intending entrepreneurs are thus provided
with information. a considerable time and money involved in negotiating with improbable foreign suppliers will be saved.
137. F or some industries, the practice followed is to set monetary
limits for the import of plant of standard sizes obviating the need
for a detailed scrutiny of the list of goods proposed to be imported.
This gives to the industrial unit some flexibility as to the items
to be imported within the monetary ceiling. The ceiling obviously
has to be periodically adjusted with reference to the manufacturing
capacity coming up within the country itself. This practice should
be extended to more and more industries So as to cnable the entrepreneurs to take the maximum advantage of it without making
serious inroads into the country's foreign exchange reso urces.
138. Compared to the attention at present devoted to the expenditure of foreign exchange on minute invisible items and the

,
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detailed scrutiny of the list of item s of equipment, the attention paid
to the prices of the imported equipment is surprisingly inadequate.
We are well aware that sophisticated equipment is generally not
supplied off the shelf b tlt is specially fab ricated to m eet the requirements of a custom er. There ough t to be a systematic analysis in t he
DGTD of the various quo tations received by importers from alternative sources of supply. This will ser ve not only as a guide to
en trepreneurs; it will h elp in detecting cases of deliberate over
invoicing.
Recommendation 47
We, therefore, recommend that:
(1) The DGTD should determine and publish in advance for
tbe benefit of importers, the types of equipment and tbe
t ypes of industry wbieh can be fmanced from particular
sources to the maximum economic advantage of the country.
(2) The present practice of setting overall monetary limits for
the import of plants of standard sizes instead of setting
limits fol' individual items should be extended to more
industries.
139. We now proceed to deal with a few speciflc issues arising
out of the exercise of foreign exchange control.
(i) Grant of Foreign Exchange to Travel for Business Reasons
Applicants who seek to travel for the furtherance of trade, ind ustry and commerce m ust satisfy . the Reserve Bank that the
journey is bOlla fide and for the pur pose of further ance of overseas
trade. Holding an import licence or an industrial licence or a Letter
of Intent is a prima facie evidence which helps in deciding the
bctna fides of the a pplicant. We, however, feel that there is considerable delay in the dispos"l of these cases in checking w hether t he
person proposing t o travel abroad h as re pat riated earlier export
p roceeds. We feel t h at t his check , as a matter of routine, is a cause
of annoyance and should be given up. It would be far simpler if the
Reserve Bank of India could periodically make out a Jist of those
persons who are chronic defaulters in this beh",f and w ho should
consequently be black-listed for the release of foreign exchange on
business grounds.
140. An applican t proposing to t ravel abroad in t he interest of
promoting exports is r equired t o produce evidence of hi s financial
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standing by furnishIng a Bank Certificate. We do appreciate the fact
that the limited resources of foreign exchange have to be used to the
maximum advantage of the country, but a person's ba nk account is
certainly not the only guide in this respect. Businessmen belonging
to a firm which is enrolled as a member of any Export Promotion
Council or registered with them need not be bothered with the
burden of proving their financial standing every time they travel
abroad.
Recommendatjon 48
We, therefore, recommend that:
(1) The present practice of checking whether a person proposing
to trayel abroad has repatriated earlier export proceeds
should be given up; instead the RBI should periodically
prepare a list of persistent defaulters in this regard who
should be black-listed for the release of exchange for travel.
(2) Businessmen belonging to a firm which is a member of any
Export Promotion COlmcil need not be required to furnish
a Bank Certificate vouchsafing their financial standing,
before they are granted foreign exchange for travel to
promote exports.
(ii) Grant of Foreign Exchange for studies abroad
141. There are detailed rules regulating the release of foreign
exchange to students proposing to study abroad. The rules prescribe the COurses of studies eligible for this facility and the minimum academ~c standards which a student must satisfy. No comprehensive regulations can possibly cover the entire field of education with its increasing specializations. ' This inevitably leads to an
exceedingly large number of references from the Reserve Bank to
the Government of India. Moreover, the rules keep altering so
frequently that students can hardly plan their future programme of
study.
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Recommendation 49
We, therefore, recommend that the rules regulating the release
of foreign exchange for studies abroad should be widely published for general information and should not be altered for a
period of at least three years.
(iii) Grant of Foreign Exchange for Medical Treatment Abroad
142. Persons who are allotted foreign exchange for the purpose
of medical treatment abroad! are required to submit to the Reserve
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Bank, a statement of accounts showing the amount spent on medical
treatment, the sums spent on their own and their attendant's main.
tenance, etc. We understand that a large number of such persons
have in the past failed to rendered satisfactoril y accounts.
Recommendation 50
We, therefore, recommend that the Reserve Bank should insist
on the production of proper accolmts b y persons granted foreign
exchange for medical treatment and should lmdertake where
necessary enforcement proceedings.
(iv) Publication of regulations governing release of
foreign exchange for "Invisible Items"

,

143. T he rapidity wi th which the regulations relating to the
release of foreign exchange for various purposes other than imports
keep changing and the inadequate publicity given to these rules
causes considerable inconvenience to the public. The number of
people affected is enormous an ti. in the absence of an authoritative
document laying down the regulations in force, considerable diffi·
culty is being experienced by the general public. In orde r to remove this uncertainty, th e regulations governing the release of
foreign exch ange for "invisible items" should be published in the
shape of a "Red Book" on invisibles. The amount of foreign exchange spent on various uses and wherever pra~tical>le, the number
of applicants of each of the various types should be published for
general inf ormation every six mon ths.
Recommendation 51
We, therefore, recommend that :
(1) A "Red Book" on invisibles containing regulations governing release of foreign exchange for invisible items may be
published.
(2) The amount of foreign exchange spent under the various
items and wherever practicable, the number of applicants
of various types should be published every six months.
(v) 'P ' Form Control
144. The Study Team has examined the working of the present
r egulations which restr ict the travel abroad by Indian nationals. It
has referred to the fact that even those who do not seek any release
of foreign exchange from the Reserve Bank are subject to travel
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restrictions exercised t hrough what has come to be know n as t he
'P' Form Control. Theoratically, there are arguments to support
this control, but the utility or merit of a specific cont rol is measured
by its tangible benefits in comparison to the quantum of effort by
the Administration and the degree of hardship or h arassment to the
public. The Study Team has pointed out how the enforcement of t h is
control has led to several malpractices without any countervailing
advantage to the foreign exchange resources of the country. There
are severe limitation on the usefulness of t his type of regulation.
Apart from this the intangible benefits of foreign travel to the residents of a country adequately compensate for t he amount of foreign
exch ange involved so long as such travels are not undertaken merely
for the sake of 'globe-trotting' or for pleasure.
We have noted that some procedural change h as been effected
in the case of certain categories of persons going ab road like wife
and dependent children joining head of t he family, Indian n ationals
working abroad, etc. While these changes are welcome, they do not
affect the validity of the arguments on the basis of which the Study
Team has suggested the abolition of the 'P ' F orm Control.
Recommendation 52
We, therefore, r ecommend that the 'P' Form Control should be
abolished.

CHAPTER IX
CONTROL OF CAPITAL ISSUES

145. Capit,al Issue Control was first introduced in 1944 by a
Rule framed under the Defence of India Act, 1939. After cessation
of the War it was continued from time to time by an Act of Parliament, namely, the Capital Issues (Continuance of Control) Act, 1947.
In 1956, the Act was placed permanently on the Statute Book.
146. The control over capital issues when first imposed was
intended to channel the flow of capital towards essential industries.
However, after the coming into existence of the Industries (Development and Regulation) Act, the utility of the capital issues as a
device for canalising investment in desirable directions has practically vanished.
147. After the issue of the Capital Issues (Exemption) Order,
1966, the importance of this control measure has further dwindled.
Under this order issues of capital by banking and insurance companies, privilte companies and Government companies are exempted
from control. Even the issues by pubHc companies will be exempt
from control if they satisfy certain conditions laid down in the
Order. For instance, one of the conditions is that the issues should
be .a t par and not at a premium or at a discoul).t. A company desirous of availing itself of the exemption should file with the Controller of Capital Issues a statement of its capital issue proposals in a
prescribed form. The Controller of Capital Issues should, within
30 days of the receipt of the capital issues proposal, inform the
company concerned in writing whether or not he has any obiection
thereto.
148. Though the procedure outlined above limits the period of
consideration of capital issues proposal to one month, we do not see
any reason why this procedure shoulki at all be necessary in all
these cases which actually satisfy the conditions laid down by the
Exemption Order. The Controller of Capital Issues need not spend
his time in verifying whether the issue proposals satisfy the
conditions. It may be left to the companies to make the issues if they
are satisfied that the necessary conditions have been fulfilled. They
will h3ve to bear the responsibility for the consequences of the in·

fringement of any of the conditions. The Controller of Capital Issues
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has, of course to see that the rates of interest on debentures, of the
preference shilres dividends, and of the timing of the big issues are
in accordance with the Government's policy. For this purpose he
now acts under Section 6(ii) of the Exemption Order which enables
the Central Government to modify in the public interest any proposal
for issue by a public company desiring to avail itself of the exemption. Even for achievinng this purpose, it is not necessary to adopt
the procedure of prior reference to the Controller of Capital Issues.
Government's policy on interest on debentures and on prefer€'llce
shares dividents should, to the extent possible, be incorporated in
the Exemption Order itself. Similarly, Government can declare in
which of the months big issues by companies will not be permitted.
This declaration can be made under an enabling provision incorporated in the Exemption Order itself. If these steps are taken, companies may be allowed to make their issues without reference to the
C.C.!. provided they satisfy the conditions prescribed in the Exemption Order. The work devolving upon the C.C.!. will then considerably reduced and will be confined mostly to cases where shares are
proposed to be issued at a premium (mostly by foreign companies)
and where interest on debentures and preference shares dividends are
proposed to be given at rates higher than those mentioned in the Exemption Order. Cases of the latter type must be rare. As the work
of the C.C.!. will be conSiderably reduced, it will not be necessary
to have a separate office headed by a Controller of Capital Issues.
The Secretary, Department of Economic Affairs, may be declared aseX-OffiCio Controller of Capital Issues and his office should be sufficient
to give extra help to carry on the duties of the Controller of Capital
Issues.
Recommendation 53
We, therefore, recommend that:
(1) The maximum amount of debenture interest or preference
share dividends which could be fixed by companies without
reference to the Controller of Capital Issues may be incorporated in the Capital Issues Exemption Order.
(2) The months during which large issues of capital by companies are not to be permitted should be declared from time
to time by the Government under powers derived from an
enabling provision to be incorporated for that purpose in tbe
Exemption Order.
(3) The companies may be allowed to make issues provided alI
the conditions including those relating to the matters referred to at (1) and (2) above are satisfied without making a
prior reference to the Controller of Capital Issues_
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(4) The separate post of Controller of Capital Issues may be

abolished and the Secretary, Department of Economic
Affairs may he d",,)ared as the Controller of Capital Issues
in adddition to his own duties.
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CHAPTER X

ADMINISTRATION OF COMPANIES ACT

-

149. The Working Group (C) has assembled enough material to
show how during the last half a century joint stock companies have
steadily grown and now hold an important position in the country's
economy. As they make a substantial contribution to the realisation
of the goals of planned development in the private sector, their
healthy functioning is a matter of public concern. It is, therefore,
Lut appropriate that the regulatory provisions of the Companies Act
Lesides laying down the structure and manner of functioning of
companies should seek to prevent malpractices of the management.
It ~boula, however, be borne in mind that flexibility and expediency
are the essence of commercial enterprise and initiative and discretion
are its indispensable aids. Any system of regulation which unduly
curbs these would defeat the object underlying the law namely making the institutions effective, efficient, purposeful and sound. Both
in {Taming the rules and taking administrative action, this basic
approach must be borne in mind.
150. The Working Group (C) has devoted attention not only to
the adrninistrative set-up for administering the Companies Act but
also to an examination of the technical content of the law itself and
has made some detailed suggestions. We inivite the attention of
Government to the more important of them which are summarised in
the annexure to this chapter. Beyond expressing our agreement with
items 4 and 8, we do not propose to make any recommendations on
them.

l51. The administrative set-up consists of the Department of
Company Affairs at the Government level, the Company Law Board
have jurisdiction over the whole country, the Regional Directors,
each one having jurisdiction over a specified area, and the Registrars,
similady having a jurisdiction over specified area within a region.
Most of the powers conferred on the Central Government are
delegatt'd to the Company Law Board and the Regional Directors.
The Act invests the Courts also with certain powers. The Registrar
derives his power directly from the Act. The Advisory Committee
constituted under Section 410 of the Companies Act advises the
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Central Government and the Company Law Board on such matters
as may be referred to it hy that Govenrnment Or the Board.
152. In this chapter we deal with the suggestions made by the
Working Group (C) as a result of its study of the functioning of the
above administrative set-up and set forth our recommendation thereon.
The Advisory Committee
J53. Section 410 of the Companies Act before amendment in 1964
required the Central Government to constitute an Advisory Commission for advising it on matters which involved the use of discretion by
the Executive when passing orders under certain Sections of the Act.
Such matters were enumerated in Section 411 (since repealed) . A"
mentioned in the First Annual Report of the vVorking and Administration of the Companies Act, 1956, the interposition of the Advisory
Commission between the public and the Government was considered
rlesirable because of the large discretionary powers conferred on the
Central Government under the d'fferent sections of the Act mentionpd in Section 411. It was felt that in the exercise of these powers
Government should have the advantage of a careful assessment of the
pros and cons of individual cases which call for the exercise of
Government's discretionary authority by a body of competent people
who were generally familiar with company methods and practices
and were expected at the same time to take a broad view of the legal
and social responsibility ef company management and also of the
pervasiYe public interest implicit in the manner in which the companies carried on their work. However, later on Section 410 was
amended and a provision was made for the establishment of an Advisory Committee to replace the old Company Law Advisory Commission. The Committee which has since been constituted will give
adviCe only on such matters ariSing out of the administration of the
Act as may be referred to it by the Government or the Company Law
Board. In other words, there j~ no obligation on the part of the executive to seek the advice of the AdviSOry Committee when dealing
with 1he matters which, in the past, would have been referred to the
Advisory Commission. The Working Group (C) has suggesten that
the Advisory Committee should be endowed with powers and respongibilities in respect of those areas where the Administration now
"xercis"s wide discretionary authority in regard to the many as)J€Cts of company management and practice. The majority of the
Working Group (C) has suggested that the Central Government
should consult the Advisory Committee and formulate general prinCiples and guidelines in respect of the following matters:
(1) Managerial appointments and remunerations.

(2) Removal of manager ial personnel.
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(3) Sole selling agents.

(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)
(9)
(10)

Inter-company investments and loans.
Inspections and investigations.
Cost audit and special audit.
Disclosures required in prospectus.
Exemption of Government companies, under section 620.
Desirable debt, equity ratios.
Amendment of Schedules.

The majority does not consider it necessary for Government to"
seck the advice in individual cases, if the decisions are taken within
the approved guidelines. We agree with the majority's suggestion
which can be carried out without any amendment of the law.
154. A minority of the Working Group (C) is inclined to the
view that every individual case involving exercise of discretion by
Government should be referred to the Advisory Committee for advice.
In its opinion matters which require the advice of outside bodies
would fall into two types, namely, those involving technical (,r
quasi-technical problems and those concerned with the exercise of
discretionary executive powers. No general principles or guideUrres
could be formulated for dealing with the latter type of cases. It
could, t herefore, be a valuable safeguard to all concerned, if deciSions
involving the use of discretionary powers were taken on the consider ed advice of a body outside the administration. We do not agree
with this view. If no general principles or guidelines can be formulated jn dealing with cases involving discretion, consultation with an
outside body will be pointless. Such consultations will only lead to
the suostitution of one unguided discretion by another unguided
discretion. We are, therefore, of the view that attempts 3hould be
made to evolve guidelines even in respect of matters involvmg discretion and that for this purpose the Advisory Committee should be
consulted. Cases which deviate from the guidelines should, as a
matter of course, be referred to the Advisory Committee. Government may also refer to the Commit tee any other important matter
not covered by those for which guidelines are given.
ReC0t11nlendation 54

We recolllmend t h at :
(1) Government should formulate general principles and guidelines in consultation with the Advisory Committee i" respect of important matter.
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(2) Cases arising in areas in respect of which guideliDes are
prescribed should be referred to the Advisory Committee
for advice if they deviate from the guidelines.
Inspections and Investigations
155. Broadly speaking, Government exercises three types of
powers which enable it to prevent malpractices by management or
uncover them, if they had already taken pla.~e. These are : (a) the
power to get books of accounts and other books and papers inspected
by the Registrar or by any other Government officer authorised in
this behalf,-vide Section 209(4)(b) of the Companies Act; (b) the
power to direct that a special audit be carried out either by the Company's auditor or some other Chartered Accountant,-vide Section
233A of the Companies Act; and (c) the power to appoint one or more
competent persons to investigate the affairs of any company on application by the members of the company or on a report by the 'Registrar or in pursuance of a court order or on its own initiative. A
Directorate of Inspection has been established with headquarters
located in the Department of Company Affairs, New Delhi, with the
object of organising inspections under Section 209 (4) (b). Such inspections are carried out by Regional Inspectors under the guidance
of a Director of Inspection and Investigation. The intention apparantly was to make inspections, as a matter of course, of all the companies in the country. However, in practice inspections are undertaken only when there are some special reasons for it, say, when a
complaint has been made about the manner in which the company is
being run. The results t hrown up by such inspection may indicate
the need for a special audit or investigation. The Company Law
Board, after going through the special audit or investigation report,
as the case may be, can initiate punitive action against the management if found necessary, such punitive action may also be taken on
the results of original inspection itself. It is also possible that special
audit or investigations may be ordered without there being a formal
inspection under Section 209 (4) (b).
156. The Working Group (C) has pointed out how with the
fUllctimal control of the regional inspecting staff being exercised
from the Centre, the Regional Directors did not feel that they had
that measure of direct responsibility for the inspection work in their
region as for the other work looked after by them. This is unfortu nat~. It would be but appropriate that Regional Directors who discharge several functions with respect to the companies in tl1eir
regions should be fully cognisant of the manner in which these conpanies were being run. In this connection, inspections carried out
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under Section 209(4)(b) will be of immense value. We, therefore,
agree with the Working Group (C) that the Director should be
relieved of the responsibility for organising inspections which should
be transferred to the Regional Directors. The Director will then be
concerned primarily with the formulation of principles and techniques for the guidance of the Regional Directors and the inspecting
staff. H~ will also be responsible for working out an integrated procedure relating to the implementation of the sections dealing with
inspectiGns, special audit and investigations. After shadding the responsibility for conducting of inspections, he should be able to find
time to attend to the mnch more important task of directing investigations and later on for following up the results of the investigations
with the help of competent technical officers. We are in agreement
with these suggestions.
Recommendation 55
We recommend as follows:
(1) The responsibility for the conduct of inspections shonld be
transferred to the Regional Directors of Company Law
Administration to whom Regional Inspectors are administratively subordinate. The Regional Directors should,
however, draw up the programme for inspection in advance
and get them approved by the Director of Inspection.
(2) The Regional Directors should take such follow-up action
on the inspection reports as is found necessary in all matters
in respect of which powers have been delegated to them
under the Act. Other matters should be referred to the
Central Directorate.
(3) With the transfer of his responsibility for the conduct of
inspections to the Regional Directors, the Director of
Inspection and investigation should concentrate on the
directing of investigation, and on the follow-up action
(including pro~cution) found necessary as the result of
investigation. He should be re-designated as Director of
Inspection, Investigation and Prosecution.
(4) The Director will formulate

principles, procedures

and

techniques for carrying out inspections ond investigations.

The Director will give, where necessary, technical guidance
in individual cases to the Regional Directors and the
regional inspection staff. 'Yhere inter-regi?nal inspections
are to be carried out, he will have to deVIse a concerted
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strategy which will ensure effective co-ordination of the
inspections carried out in various regions.
(5) Those parts of the Secretariat which deal with inspection,
investigation and prosecution, should be transferred to the
Director so t hat duplication of work may be avoided. Matters
of policy and final approval of prosecution will, of course,
continue to be dealt with in the Secretariat.
157. One of the members of the Working Group (C), Shri S.
Venkataraman, has suggested that at some important centres, there
should be inspection wings working directly under the Diret."tor of
Inspection. These would be required for carrying out inspections, as
a preliminary to detailed investigation and for studying the working
of inter-related companies located in different regions. We do not
see any objection to providing special facilities for inspections under
the guidance of the Director of Inspection in some selected cases
while transferring the responsibility for inspection, in general, to the
Regional Directors.

-

The Company Law Board
158. In October, 1963, the Department of Company Law Affairs
was abolished and the Company Law Board was set up in F ebruary,
1964. Most of the powers and functions of the Central Government
under the Companies Act have been delegated to the Board. Later, a
combined Department of Company Affairs and Insurance was created
and the Chairman and Members of the Board were re-designated as
Secretary and Joint Secretaries of the Department. Insurance was
later taken out of this Department which thence forward was design ated as Department of Company Affairs. The Working Group (C)
suggests that the Company Law Board which does not discharge any
special functions be wound up and that the responsibility for the
administration of the Companies Act be pl aced "squarely and visibly" on the Department of Company Affairs.
159. We are not inclined to agree with this suggestion. We welcome the introduction of the principle of collective decision at top
levels in certain types of situations of which the cases arising In
Company Law Administration furnish good examples. It IS in the
light of this principle that we have recommended in another part of
this report the setting up of Development Boards for Textiles and
Coal. We understand that while the Members can dispose of certain
typPS of cases allocated to them, decision on important matters and
sub jects are taken by tbe entire Board. This appears to be a satisfactory arrangement and may be continued.

,
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Administrative functions discharged by Courts.
160. The Working Group (C) suggests the setting up of Administrative Tribunals in the more important commercial centres
and of an Appellate Administrative Tribunal at Delhi to handle and
dispose of the increasingly large nwnber of company cases which are
now r~Ierred to the Courts. We will deal with this suggestion in
our report on Administrative Tribunals. There is, however, a caSe for
reHeving the Courts of items of merely administrative nature. These
could be transferred to the Central Government which could delegate
them to the Company Law Board or the Regional Directors. The
Coutts will then be left with only such cases as would involve the
shifting of evidence through judicial processes for the purpose of
mrivin g at findings. The relevant provisions of the Companies Act
nlay be gone through and the functions which are of routine administrative nature may be transferred to the executive. The provisions
of the Companies Act for winding up also invest the Courts with
some functions. Some of these are administr ative. An illustrative
list of such functions is given in the annexure to Chapter XIII of the
report of the Working Group (C). We agree that such functions may
be transferred from the Courts. The transfer should, however, be to
the Administration.
Recommendation 56
We recommend that the functions which are now discharged
by the Courts under the Companies Act may be reviewed ODd
those which are of routine administrative nature may be trllD5fer red to the executive.
The proposal for an integrated administration for
Company Law and certain other enactments.
161. The Working Group (C) has suggested that in the interest
of efficiency and purposive administration of not only the Companies
Act hut also of the other related enactments dealing with carita!
issues, stock exchanges, the Financial Corporations, the Life Insurance
Corporation and the Unit Trust all, these subjects should be administered under the broad policy guidance of one and the same Ministry.
It then envisages setting up of an integrated Ministry dealing with
all these subjects to which the work relating to the Industries (Development and Regulation) Act concerning the investigation of companies in distress should be transferred. We are not convinced of the
need to put all these subjects under a separate Ministry. Nor are we
convinced of the need of subjects other than Company Law Administration being administered in close proximity with the Company Law
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Administration. Capital issues control throws up issues which are
mainly for the Finance Ministry to consider. It does not deal with the
adminlstration of companies; it has only to implement Government's
fmancial policy with regard to investments, interest rates, etc. Similarly, the Financial Corporations are banking institutions par excellence and they have very little to do with company adminlstration.
The Unit Trust, again, is an instrument for the achievement of Govcrnment's economic policy relating to channelling of funds into
selected investment areas. Similar~y, activities of the Life Insurance
Corporation hardly concern company administration. A part of its
investment is no doubt being made in companies' securities, but this
does not mean that the administration of Life Insurance should be
done in close association with the administration of company law.
Thus, we do not see any compelling reason for bringing ~he above
four subjects in close association with the Company Law Administration. There may, however, be some justification for bringing Stock
Exchange Regulation into clOSe r elationship with the Company Law
Adminlstration, and to this extent we agree with the Working Group.
Recommendation 57
We recommend that the work relating to Stock Exchanges may
be transferred to the Department of Company Affairs.
Workers' Participation in Management
162. The Working Group (C) has stated that the time has not
yet arrived for providing for participation of workers' representatives
in the management of companies. The demand for such representation does not appear to be particularly strong. It is only after further improvements have been made in worker's rights 'md more
systematic and comprehensive use has been made of a wide range of
joint determination within an enterprise in its day-to-day activities
that statutory representation of workers in the management of companies whether at the top (Board), middle (Executive management)
or lower (Shop-floor) levels may be considerea.
163. The Commission is of the view that consideration be Ltiven
to the important issue of participation of workers' representatives In
the rnanagement of companies. This subject will undoubtedly be
considered by the National Commission on Labour. The trend in
democratic countries to-day is to make the workers feel a legitimate
sense of participation.

1

ANNEXURE TO CHAPTER X
Some of the suggestions made by the Working Group (C) for
tbe amendment of the Companies Act-Reference to the para 150

....

1. A comprehensive look should be taken at the detailed prC'visions of the Companies Act and also of the other related statuw s
at an appropriate time as soon as the Legislature has dealt with the
Monopolies and Restrictive Trade Practices Bill which is now before
a Select Committee.

2. The definition of "private company" contained in the Companies
Act, 1956 should be amended and a private company should be defined
as one which restricts the right to transfer shares, limits the number
of its members to 50, prohibits any invitation to the public to subscribe for shares and also restricts its borrowings from the public
and fmancial institutions other than banks, etc., to 50 per cent of its
paid-lip capital.
3. The time is not yet ripe for writing into the company law
specific provisions for setting up of a 2-tier boards, namely, supervisory and the management boards. The business leaders ,mould in
the meanwhile consider whether it would nof be advantageous to encourage the growth of an informal type of collegiate management
tmder the board supervision and control of composite boards of directors. The efficiency, quality and the harmony of management would
con.iderably increase if the senior executives of companies are given
access to the management board and could participate on an equal
footing w ith the top management in major policy-making.

p

4. Following the abolition of the Managing Agency system the
law should provide compulsorily for at least one Managing Director
or one whole-time Director or a manager being provided with a seat
on the Boa rd of every public company.
5. The Companies Act provides that no one can be appointed
to be a Managing Director for more than two public companies except
with the approval of the Central Government. This prohibition
. howd also extend to private companies, Le, no one who is a Managing Director of a public company shaH 1)e appointed Managing
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Director of more than four companies in all of which not more than
two should be public companies.
ti. ·.rhe maximum number of companies in which a person can
be a director should be reduced from 20 to 15.

7. No one who has attained the age of 70 should be permlttea to
continue as a Director.
B. The number of ordinary directorships which the managing
or a whole-time director of a public company will hold should not
bE more than 2 or 3.
9. The Group does not recommend a compulsory system of proportional representation for all or even selected groups of companies.
Even the option given to a company by Section 265 has not so far
been used. Government may, however, study this matter and also
the suggestion that where a substantial majority of shareholders Rsk
for the appointment of a director in addition to those who are already on the board, it should be necessary for a company to appoint
him Ilotwithstanding anything contained in the Articles of the Company or the Act.
10. The right to speak should be extended to a proxy.
11. The companies should provide compulsorily for the appointment of qualified Secretaries in the case of large public companies
with a paid-up capital of Rs. 50 lakhs or more. Suitable qualifications
for such Secretaries should be prescribed by Government.
12. It is difficult to lay down any general principles prescribin g
the qualifications and experience needed by the Managing Director
or whole-time director. Nevertheless the Administration should be
able to lay down in' general terms the type of individuals who would
prima facie be judged unfit for appointment as managing or whole_
time director and make its policy known to the business community
and to the shareholders and other directly concerned with the
management of companies. Section 274 lays down some disqualifications. The Adtninistration should add to this list in the light of its
administrative policy as regards the appointment Or re-appointment
of managing or whole-time directors.
13. While suitable amendments should be made to prohitiit the '
contribution to political parties or for political purposes, similar ban
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shoLlld not be imposed on the use of company funds for charitable
purposes.
14. (a) Government should sanction a reasonable remuneration
for the entire period of the first appointment of a Chief Executive.

-

(b) In the case of going concerns the remuneration duly approved by Government should be deemed to be the minimum remuneration for a period of two to three years at a time. If at the end of
this pericd it is found that the amount of remuneration sanctioned
is in excess of the statU!tory limit, Government should have the
right to review the case and to prescribe such other remuneration
as may be appropriate to the fortunes of the company .
shareholders
. (c) Further, in the case of going concerns, the
should be free to fix the remuneration of the Chief Executive within
the limits of the ceilings statutorily fixed and subject to such
maximum administrative ceilings as may be fixed. The decision of
the shareholders should be taken by a special resolution at a
meeting. The decisien should be conveyed to Government within
a fortrugbt of the special meeting. Government should have the
right to order any suitable modification in the proposed remuneration
a nd other terms and conditions of employment of the Chief Executive.
If no objection is raised by Government within a period of 60 days
a fter receipt of the company's proposals, they should be deemed to
have been approved.
15. (a) Government should consider strengthening of the
provisions of Section 294 particularly of sub-section 4(b)(ii) so as t o
enable them. to keep a close watch on the tendency to use the selling
agency agreements as a device for unduly adding to the remuneration
of the management of companies.
(b) Senior officers of the department in consultation with selected
representatives of trade and industry should evolve appropriate
guidelines for the USe of departmental officers entrusted with t he
responsibility for the administration of the provisions of the law
relating to sole selling agents.
Copies of all sole selling agency
agreements entered into by public companies with a turnover over a
prescribed limit in any particular line of trade or industry should be
s ubmitted to Government for registration in t he regional offices. It
should be open to Government to modify the terms of . these agreements at any time during their pendency after hearin/! the par ties
concerned, and companies should be required to give effect to these
modifications with effect from such date as Government mfght
indicate.
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16. The tendency to substitute consultants, 'technical advisers,
agents or special officers for the managing agents should be checked.
Bona fide consultants or technical officers should be compensated by
means of fees so calculated as to ensure that they are commensurate
with the value of the services. The remuneration should not be fLXed
as ad hoc percentages of ~ommission on gross profits. In any case
where remuneration is given in the form of a percentage of gross
profits it should be subject to ratification by the company in a general
meeting within a period of not more than six months. Government
may also consider the system of registration of consultants and
technical advisers.
17. Section 408 of the Companies Act enables the Government to
make appointments of one or two directors. It was expected that
these nominees would be able to pull their weight and to influence
decision-making by the other members of the Board. The eXpeiCtations have been largely belied. It is. therefore. necessary that Government should consider how Government Directors can most effeclively function. One method is to empower them to hold up decisions
in respect of some specific areas of company management and refer
them to Government if they were of the view that such decisions
would be oppressive to any membcrs of the company or might pre_
judice the interest of the company or might be against the public
interest.

•
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CHAPTER XI
SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDA'nONS
CHAPTER ll-STRATEGY FOR ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
J.

The Prime Minister should keep herself informed about the overall
progress in tbe implementation of the Plan witb a view to ensuring
tbat all the sectors of the economy mo,,(' forward in unison with the
Plan and to issue necessary dirccth'cs.

2.

As soon ns the Plsn is formulated and aPJlroved, eacb i\1 inistry or
Department concerned should frame operational cquil'alents of the
Plan proposals. On Ihis basis a general paper covering the entire
field of Central and State developmental activities should be pre-

pared and circulated to all concerned.

The paper sbould contain

guidelines for dm·elopment in high priority areas and should be in
the form of a policy-cum-operational statement for the short-term.
3.

The broad strategy for indus trial growth should aim at harnessing

tbe high potential already created in the industrial sector and tbe
technological know-how a\'ailable and ending in the shortes t I)Ossiblc

time the present state of abject dependence on foreign aid.
4.

Tbe organisational structure of public sector enterprises ~bould be
strengthened by creating: technically competent and high-powered
sectoral coq)or nlionli.

5.

All industries should be di.'ided into three categories:
(a) A high priority category comprising a small number of industries which would invoh'c a large capital investmcnt ~and !or a
considerable amount of foreign exchange. The industries in this

.'

category should be licensed. The license should be rgiven only
after the earmarking of inputs has been completed .
(b) Industries wbich require foreigIJ exchange and/or assistance ill
the matter of otber i')I.ts and a rc not included in tbe category
(a). They should be graded according to a scheme of priorities. While they will not require to be licensed, allocation 0 f
forei.gn exchange and other inputs will be in Lftccordancc wit.h

the schedule of priorities.
(c) All

ot~ cr

injn ;tri es which do not require foreign exchange aud

which are not e ntitled to any priority consideration in tbe matter
of allocation of other inputs. These industries will Dot require
to be licensed:

8?
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CHAPTER ill-THE ROLE OF GOVERNMENT IN
DEVELOPMENT

INDUSTRIAL

6.

Tbe subjects of Commerce and Industry should be combined into a
single Ministry of Commerce and Industry. This Ministry should
be responsible for formulating broad policies and strategy for industrial and commercial development in the public as well as private
sectors. It sbould, however, not be in administrative control of any
public sector industrial undertakings.

7.

(1) Tbe work of the DGTD should be divided among a number of Directorates, each Directorate being responsible for advisory service to a
group of related industries. Above the level of Directors, there
sbould be three or four Deputy Directors-General, eacb of diem
baving undcr bim a few Directors dealing with broadly related subjects.
(2) In Ministries which have to deal with siz] ble areas of industrial
development or one or morc major industries, tbere should be a complement of tecbnical officers at senior levels drawn from tbe field,
i.e., from the public sector enterprises and other organisations tbrowing up technical talent.
(3) The advisory service provided by the DGTD should
to sugar and vanaspat.

8.

r also

extend

(\) The bigber technical posts in tbe organisation of tbe DGTD sbooJd
appropriately be graded witb suitable emoluments for eacb grade.
(2) Provision sbould be made for tbe appointment to higber technical
posts "on contract" for specified periods.
(3) Officers who work under'Goveroment for a long period should periodicaUy be deputed to field organisatiOns so that their outlook may be
realistic and their knowledge up-to-date.

9.

The Director General, Teeboical Development, should be specifically
cbarged with tbe responsibility for promoting modernisatioD_

10_

The DGTD, though placed in the Ministry of Commerce and Iadnstry should be viewed as a common service agency to the eotire Government of India. Ministries dealing with individual or sectoral industries or public sector undertakings should be able to draw upon this
service directly.

11. (1) It sbould be desirable to constitute Development Boards for industries which may assume Jarge ctimeDSioDs and require special care

in the matter of development and regoJation.
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(2) The fOnctioDS of tbe Boards will be(a) planning of production and setting up of production targets;
(b) furnishing tbe necessary tecbnical advice to Government;
(c) providiDg tecbDical consultancy service to pDblic sector UDder.
takings, otber autonomous organisations, and tbe private sector;
(d) ensuring tbe provision of necessary scarce inputs to industry;

and
(e) collectioD, maintenance and publication of industrial statistics.
(3) The Heads of these Boards should be able to deal directly with tbe
Secretary and the Minister concerned, their orHces functioning also

as tbe ofHces of the MiDistry.
(4) The DevelopmeDt Boards should be compact, well-iDtegrated bodies
aDd sbould be composed largcly of technical aDd specialist personnel
of higb competeDce.
(S) PersoDs witb ecoDomic and management expertise may be appointed
as members of a Board if the nature and the Deeds of tbe industry
concerned justify sucb an appointment. One of the members could
be an administrator witb a Hair for or baying specialised knowledge
of or experience in tbe economic and financial fields.

12. (1) Tbe Coal Board sbould be reconstituted into a Development Board of
the type we have described.
(2) It sbould inter alia be entrusted with functions relating to expansion aDd modernisation of mines, procurement of machinery, dis.
•ribution of coal, co·ordination of research, import substitution aod

export promotion.

(3) The regulatory functions noll' being exercised by tbe Coal Controller
should be transferred to tbe Board.
(4) The Board should bave a bigb-powered full-time Cbairman, haYiDg
tb e reqllisite knDwlcdge aOlI experience in the tecbnical field of mining

aDd geology. There sbould be fonr otber members, Damely, Member
(Tecboical), Member (FinaDce aDd Administration), Member (Commercial) aDd tbe Chief MiniDg EDgineer.
(S) The Coal oBrd, wllen dealiDg witb matters other than regulatory,
should tCH>pt aD advisory body consisting of-(a) tbe Director
Goneral of Mines S.rety; (b) a senior ofll.er of the tr IDsportatioD
wlDg of the Railways; (c) a represeDtatiY. of pub"t sector coL
Bedel ; Cd) ODe r eprelentatlve of the private sector colli(ries and
(8) two represtDtalives of tho priDtipal consumors.

(
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lbe Chief Inspector of Mines sbould cODtinDe to be responsible for
the enforcement of mioe s safety regulation.

13.

14.

lbe licensing funclion of the Tron and Steel Controller in respect of
imporl of steel shoold be transferred to tbe Chief Controller of Imports and Exports. The remaining fUDctions of tbe Iron and Steel
Controller sboold be Iransferred 10 a Directorate of Iron and Steel
in the Ministry of Iron and Sleei.

15.

A Development Council for Iron and Steel under the Indostries Development and Regulation Act should be constituted in place of Ihe
present Advi t)ory Counc il in th e area.

16.

( I) A Developmenl Boa rd of Ihe type n e ha ve described should be constituled for Textiles.
(2) The Board should h"'e Ihe full-time members designaled os Member,
Cotton Textile; Member, Jute; Mt'mbcr, Man-made Fibrcs ;" Mcn~bCr'",
\ Voo]; and Member , Financjal Administration.

(3) The Office of the M ember-in-charge, Jute Industry, should be located
in Calcutta and should assume all functions which arc at present
performed by tbe Jute Commission er.
(~)

Thc offices of the Texlile Commissioner and the Jute Commissioner
will be merged into the o rganhation of 1hc Board.

C HAP TER IV-CO M i\nSS ION ON " PIU CES, COST AND TARIFF"
( I) A Commission to be kno wn as: the HCommission on Prices, Costs .Iud

17.

Tariff" sbould be sct up by law for undertaking the following functions :
(a) determination of prices of industri al products and indus trial raw
materials aod intermedi ates with a "'jew to assisting the Government in evolving a rationa l price poJicy;

(b) conducting studies on the costs of production of seleeted)ndustrial
products and locating the areas in which reductions in costs are
feasible sDd necessary and making recommendations for the
achievement of such red uction ; and

(c) conducting inquiries relating to tariff protection and making
recommendations to Gm;ernment on tbe basjs of such inquiries.
(2) The Commission will conduct inquiries and studies either on a requisition being lDade by Go vernment or on its own motion after obtaining
tbe concurrence of Government. It should also assist the Planning
Commission in carr) iug out .Iudies relating 10 pri«s and cost .

. -".?~---~---~.,

,/
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(3) The Commission sbould be invested with the powers similar to those
enjoyed by tbe Commissions of Inqolry appointed under tbe Commissions of Ioquiry Act, 1952.
(4) The Tariff Commission should be abolished after this Commissiou
is set up, and its staff sbould be absorbed in the new Commission.
18. (I) The Commission should bave seven full-time members.
(2) It sbould adequately be staffed witb experts who are required for the
due discharge of its functions. Thus the staff of the existing Tariff
Commission, the staff of the Cost Accounts organisation of the Ministry of Finance and of the DGTD may be drawn opon.
(3) The Chairman of the Commission should, preferably be a non-ofOcial
with higb competence and ability.
(4) Two of the Members should be technologists; two of them should be
drawn from the Oeld of ecooomists, chartered and cost accountants
and management experts; one member should represent consumers'

iuterests and one should be a Trade Union representative.
(5) The DGTD and the Chief Economic Adviser should be associated with
the work of the Commission. They will, however, not be members of
the Commission.

CHAPTER V- IMPORT CONTROL
19.

The system of pbysieal import control should continue and the organisation for implementing the control should continue to be an executive
agency of the Government.

20. ( 1) An attempt should be made to declare periodically for as wide an area
as possible the Government's foreign exchange policy regarding maintenance imports.

(2) The DGTD should periodically work out for each important industry
tbe utilisation of its installed capacity so that the allocation of current
inputs could be viewed along "ith this data to ensure their optimum
utilisation.
21.

The policy and the procedures for the allotment oHor.ign eXChange to
industries and the principles to be followed in the unitwise allocation

of foreign exchange should be discussed periodically with the nonofficial members of the Advisory Council On Trade.
21. (1) Provision should be made for OIling review applications to Government
against second appellate orders relating to permits and licences, including punitive orders.
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(2) A Board of Referees sbould be sct up for advising the Government
before tbe applications for review are disposed of.
(3) Tbe Board of Referees sbould include, besides very senior officers of
Government, representatives of recognised bodies in tbe field of indus·
try and commerce, e.g., Federation of Indian Cbambers of Commerce
and Industry and tbe Associated Chambers of Commerce.

(4) Wbere tbe decision on a review application is notin favour oflbe applicant the reaSons underlying tbe decision should clearly be brought out.
(S) The review applications sbould be disposed of witbin a period of, say
three months.
23.

The present practice of calling for income-tax verification or exemption
certificates from import licensees should be given up.
CHAPTER VI-EXPO~T PROMOTION

24.

The Export Promotion Councils should constantly be engaged in
identifyin,g handicaps experienced by Indian exporters and recommend
adoption of specific remedies to remove them.

2S.

( I) Tbe (ndian [nstitute of Foreign Trade should assist the various bodies
sponsoring market surveys with the exact design of the market surveys
and in locating competent foreign surveys and research agencies.
(2) The Institute of Foreign Trade should also develop within itself the
competence and capacity to undertake assignments in overseas
market surveys.

26. CI) Tbe following defects relating to delegations to foreign countries
sponsored by the Export Promotion Councils sbould be removed
(a) BUnching of several delegations in One country;
(b) Unsuitable timings of tbe delegations;
(c) (nadequacy of tbe knowledge of tbe members regarding the commodities concerned and tbe pattern of their trade; and
(d) Inadequate knowledge about tbe peculiar customs and practices
of the country visited.
(2) On return tbe delegations should submit reports containing their
observations and the concerned E;xport Promotion Councils sbould
take tbe necessary folklw-up action.
27.

Wbile recognition of Export Houses need not be unduly restrictive for
some time to come, tbe recognition sbould be limited for a specific
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number of years and its furtber continuance sbould depend upon the
results of a special review conducted with a view to ascerWoIng wbether
an Export Hoose bas maintained high standards of Integrity and
business etbics in "its operations.

28.

The Export Promotion Councils sbould formulate a code of trade
practices and standard terms covering tbe contracts between tbe exporter and tbe manufacturer for each important commodity or group
of commodities.

29. (1) Tbe practice of giving representation for various interests on the Com·
modity Boards sbould conti nue.
(2) Tbe Cbairman of tbe Commodity Board should be One having a know_
ledge of tbe sector concerned.
30. (1) After the budget of tbe Commodity Board is sanctioned, tbere should be
no furtber occasion for getting individual scbemes approved by tbe
Goveroment.
(2) Tbe foreign excbange aUotment sbould be made at tbe begioolng of
the year after due scrutiny of tbe proposed expenditure and tbe Boards
sbould be left to incur expenditure witbin the aUotted funds without
furt,her reference to Government.
31.

Tbe Export Credit Guarantee Corporation sbould not undertake
direct supplementary financing of exports.

32.

Tbe ECGC sbould thorougbly examine tbe past experience In different
countries In regard to insurance claims and keep in view the export
strategy of Goveroment from time to time in respect of specific markets
and specific commodities. They sbould revise tbe insurance rates.
incorporating necessary differentials in tbe ligbt of various factors'
mentioned above.

33.

Tbe Corporation sbould agree to carry out recovery proceedings on
bebalf of their clients rather liberally on request. Tbe Corporation
sbould also be given a general permission by the Reserve Bank of
India to file elIses without the need for specific prior permission in
individual cases. A blanket foreign excllange permit should be granted
to tbe ECGC to enable them to meet tbeir legal expenses abroad.

34. (1) Tbe activities of the Directorate of Exhibition should, as early as
possible, be transferred to the Indian Co'uneil of Trade Fairs ard
Exhibitions.
J

(2) Tbe grants-In-aid to tbe Council may continue for a few years, but
tbe coulK'll should ultimately become self-supporting, cbarging the
necessary rees ror the ser'vices rendered by It to tbe trade.
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35. (1) A bulk allotment offoreign excbange sboulll be made at tbe beginning

of eacb year. Wben expenditure is incurred against tbis allotment,
the Department of Economic Affairs need not be required to ghe a
clearance to each item of expeoditure.
(2) Tbe requirements of staff (in terms of man-days) for eacb fair or
exhibition in wbicb tbe ICTFE is allowed to participate sbould be
worked out and got approved in tbe beginning of tbe year and tbereafter the Council sbould be allowed to select tbe persons and tbe periods
of deputation witbout furtber reference to Government.
36. (1) Foreign publicity for export promotion sbould be limited to selected
items and areas.
(2) Tbe ICTFE sbould belp in organising tbe foreign publicity for various
Export Promotion Councils.
(3) The ICTFE sbould also work out tbe overall strategy of commercial
publicity abroad, keeping in view tbe resources available for tbe entire
export secior.
37.

Tbe system of fixing standard amount orrefund on account of customs
and excise duties wbicb bave gone into the cost of some exported
products may be extended to as many more products as possible.

38.

Tbe Ministry of Commerce and Industry sbould keep a continuous
watcb on tbe international prices of tbe commodities subjcct to export
duties and take the initiative in suggesting to the Ministry of Finance
any reduelions in tbe duties required to compensate for tbe fall in
international prices of these commodities. In tbe event of a difference
of opinion in any case between tbe Ministry of Commerce and Industry
and the Ministry of Finance, the malter should be referred to tbe full
Cabinet.

39.

The estimates of the import content in tbe products export.d, adopt.d
for tbe purpose of calculating import entitlements, sbould be revin"d
periodically, say once a year, by tbe tecbnical .dvisfts of tbe Government in consultation witb tbe concerned Export Promotion Councils
and Development Councils.

CHAPTER VII- FOREIGN COLLABORATION
40.

A Resolution on foreign investment sbould be iS5uod by Gov".",.ot
setting fortb iljS policy regarding conditions subject to wbicb foreign
collaboration would be allowed. The Resolution sbould al50 prOVide
for exceptional cases being dealt with on merits and also indicate the
areas in whicb foreign investment wonld be weleome.
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41.

( 1) The DGTD should conduct a systematic study of the collaboration
agreements entered in the past and recommend, in consultation with the
Department of Economic Affairs OD points imoh'ing financial impli-

cations, standard terms of financial and technical collaboration with
foreign investors.

(2) This review and standardisation of terms of collaboration could be
slarted in important sectors and later on extended to the remaining
sectors a~ well.

42.

rhe Foreign [m·cstmen! Committee may be abolished and tbe matters now going before it may be considered by the Foreign Agreemcots
Committee itself.

43.

Foreign collaboration agreements imolving imestments of Oler Rs 5
crores need not go to the Negotiating Committee and may be
considered by the Foreign Agreements Committee itself. The
Cabinet Secretary may, however, be associatrd with the decisions in
these cases.

44.

The DGTD should prepare lists showing items in respect of wbieh
import of foreign know-how .. m be permitted; items in respect of
wb'cb indigenous know-how is available and industries in respect of
wbich import of technical know-how will be prohibited. After it.
approval of the lists, the Government should give them wide pUblicity.

CHAPTER VIII-MANAG£I\1E1\ r OF FOREIGN EXCHANGE
45.

( I) The annual foreign exchange estimates sbould be taken up simultaneously witb the formnlation of tbe Annual Plan which should take
into consideration the availability of foreign exchange.
(2) A. a general principl e,

the allocation of foreign exchange for main-

tellance requirem ents of the industrial units

should be done on an

annual basis.
(3) The system of dab collection in the Reserve Bank should be iDlllroved
and the Bank adequately equipped for tabulating the inJormation
collected.
46.

(1) The DGTD should initiate tbe propo,.ls for apportioning the available foreign exchange for current requirements of industries i n the light
of accepted priorities.

(2) The approval of tbe Capital Goods Committee should ha considered
as the final stage where foreign exchange resources arc
Committed. Therefore, the stage of preparedness of Ibe industrial
units before giving approval sbould be thoroughly examined.
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(3) The DGTD after a critical examination of the foreign exchaDge
requirements of different industries should work out a a schedule
according to wbich the foreign exchange allocation should progressively
be reduced.
47.

(1) The DGTD sbould determine and publish in advance for the benefit
of importers, the types of equipment and the types of industry which
can be financed from particular sources to the maximum economic
ad,'antage of the country.
(2) The present practice of -setting overall monetary limits for the import
of plants of standard sizes instead of setting limits for indhidual
items should be extended to more industries.

48.

(I) The present practice of checking whether a person proposing to travel
abroad bas repatriated earlier export proceeds should be given up ;
instead the RBI should
periodically prepare a list of persistent
defaulters in this regard who should be black-listed for the release
of exchange for travel.
(2) Businessmen belonging to a firm which is a member of any Export
Promotion Council need not be required to furnish a Bank Certificate
vouchsafiDg their financial standing, before they arc graD ted foreign
exchange for travel to promote exports.

49.

The rule regulating tbe release of foreign exchange for studies abroad
should be widely published for general information and should not be
altered for a period of at least three years.

50.

The Reserve Bank should insist on the production of proper accounts by
persons granted foreign exchange for medical treatment and should
undertake where necessary enforcement proceedings.

51.

(1) A "Red Book" on invisibles containing regulations governing release
of foreign exchange for invisible item may be published.
(2) The amount of f oreign exchauge spent under the various items and
wherever practicable, the number of applicants of various types should
be publ'shed every six mouths.

52.

The 'P' Form Control should be a bolished.

CHAPTER IX-CONTROL OF CAPITAL ISSUES
53.

(1) The maximum amount of debenture interest or preference share dividends wbleh couid be fixed by companies without reference to tbe
Controller of Capital Issues may be incorporated in the Capital Issues
Exemption Order.
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(2) The months during whicb large issues of capital by companies arc
not to be permitted should be declared from time to time by the
Government under powers derived from an enabling provision to be

incorporated for that purpose in the Exemption Order.
(3) The companies may be allowed to make issues provided all the conditions including those relating to the matters referred to at (1) aud (2)
above are satisfied wi thout making a prior reference to tbe Controller
of Capi tal Issues.
(4) The separate post of Controller of Capital Issues may be aboUshed
and the Secretary, Department of Economic Affairs, may be declared
as the Controller of Capital Issues in addition to his own duties.
CHAPTER X- ADMINISTRATION OF COMPANIES ACT

54. (1) Government should formulate general principles and

guidelines in

consultation with the Advisory Committee in respect of important
matters.
(2) Cases arising in areas in respect of which guidelines are prescribed
should he referred to the Advisory Committee for advice if they
deviate from the guideUnes .
55. (1) The responsibility for the conduct of inspections should be transferred to the Regional Directors oC Company Law Administration
to ..110m Rt&!onal Inspectors are administratively subordinate. Th.
Regional Directors should, however, draw up the programme for
inspection in advance and get them approved by the Director of
Inspection.
(2) Tire Regional Directors should take such follow-up a.ction on the
inspection reports as is found necessary in all matters in respect of
whicb powers have been delegated to tbem under the Act. Other
matters should be referred to tbe Ceutral Directorate.
(3) With the transCer of bis responsibility for tbe conduct of inspections
to tbe Regional Directors, tbe Director ofInspection and Investiga_
lion should concentrate on tbe directing o£investigation, and on the
follow-up action (including prosecution) found necessary as the result
of investigation. He sbould be re-designated as Director of Inspection, Investigation and Prosecution.
(4) Tbe Director will Cormulate principles, procooure. and techniques for
carryiug out Inspections and Investigations. The Director will give,
where necessary, technical guidance in individual caseS to tbe Regional
Directors and tbe regional inspection starr. Where inter-regional
inspections are to be carried out, be will have to devise a concerted

strategy wbicb will ensure effective coordination of tbe inspections
carried out in various regions.
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(5) Those parts of Ihe Secretarial which deal with inspection, investigation
and prosecntion, should be transferred to the DireClor so thai duplication of work may be avoided. \Jatlers of policy and final appro'al
of l)rOsecution \Viti, of courc;;e, contin1le to be dealt , .. itlt in the
Secretariat.
56.

The functions which are now di'lCbarged by Ibe COllrt> under the
Companies Act may be rcvie"ed and those which arc of routine
administrative nature may be tranderred to the c~ecutj\('.

57.

The work relating 10 Stock Exchanges mal' be tran,fcrrcd to the
Department of Company Affair<.
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